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INTRODUOTIOH 
lueh haa been done to establish standardized technic 
for agronomic ei^ oriments, A bibliography of 177 publica­
tions dealing with experimental methods is listed in a re­
port by a Goramittee of the American Society of Agronomy (1) 
for the Standardisation of Pield Experiments, Many addi­
tional papers have been published since this report* It 
might seem from a casual revieiy of these papers that the 
last word had been said on field plot tecimic, 
\ 
Methods of statistical analysis have been reported 
which s-eem to fit conditions of field experimentation very 
well. The formulae used, althoiagh they my be sound mathe« 
matioally, require care in their application, lost of the 
reports on plot technic have been conducted with small 
grains or potatoes. Relatively few studies with corn have 
been reported. Corn plants, because of natural cross 
fertilization, would be more variable than those of a natu­
rally self-fertilized species, like wheat or oats, or of 
one propagated vegetatively like potatoes. Purthermore, 
the relatively large area required by a com plant necessi­
tates a limit to the total number grom in an experiment. 
Finally, the large unit area required makes the use of 
larger experimental fields necessary, thereby tending to 
increase the total -ffariability due to soil. It is more diffi-
ci;lt, therefore, to o1>tain eomparabl© soil conditions in an 
experiment with com than vdth small grainsn 
It is the piirpose of this paper to present and intOT« 
pret the data from a study of the ntanber of hills reqidred 
to represent adeq.\iately a s brain of corn, and the number 
of hills and their beat distribution to sample vdth mj re-
<gtiired degree of precision the variability of an ez^ jerimental 
field* 
It is realized that the resiilts obtained from specific 
data may not be applicable to general use but it is ejected 
that the influmc® of factors affecting the estimate of 
variability vd.ll be deterffiined v/hich will aid in planning ex-
perimenta to attain any desired degree of precision most ef­
ficiently. 
REVIEW OP LITERATURE 
Lyon (6), comparing the yields of plots planted with, 
seed froia l^ ie saais eaps of co3?n and plots planted v/ith 
mixed seed,, fotmd no significant difference* After re­
peating the experlBient anoth^ * year Lyon (7) reported that 
the probable error of 19 plots planted v/ith seed froK the 
same ears was 6,Q per cent of the mean whereas that of 
37 plots planted with mixed seed was 5«S per cent; He 
concluded that "the experiments of the two years indicated 
that a plot halving an area of one-himdredth acre and grovdng 
a himdred m^ zs planfcs is large enoxigh to: eliminate errors 
in the productiveness of plants, at least so far as It can 
be estimated by the method used." 
McClelland {8) found the probable error of a single 
plot in per cent of the mean to be 6.06 for one series of 
24 plots each consisting of nine rows 36 hills long, and 
8,30 for another similar series# He also fotmd that long 
narrow plots gave a slightly lower error than plots twice 
as wide and half as long. He drew no conelusion as to the 
best size of plot or number of replications Smt found an 
error of 0:«1 per cent of the msan for one-tenth acre in 
nine distributed rows 36 hills long# 
Odland and ftarber (9) recoiiBnended three 16->fodt single -
row plots fop eomparing forage and seed yields of soybeans. 
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Stephena and ?inall (13) concluded tliat three or 
four replications of l/40-acre or l/SO-acre plots gave 
suffloiently reliable restilts for tbe ordinary sorghum 
test» The prohahle error of four l/40-acre plots waa 
2,710 per cent of the laean, 
Svianson (IS) found the reduction in probable error 
of grain sorghum yields small for an increase in size of 
plot beyond l/S5 acre. He suggested that too to four l/50 
to l/25.acre plots shou3.d usually ,reduce the probable 
error to 1 to 3 bushels an acre with yields of less than 
SO bushels an aereJ, or about three to ten per cent of the 
yield. 
Wood and Stratton (19) were among the first to suggest 
the application of the probable error concept to field ex-
IDeriments, They suggested a method of calculating the 
|)rQbable error. With a number of e^ omparisons in paired 
plots they based the probable error upon the deviation of 
each from the mean of i^ e tivo, 
"Studentf {14) studied the distribution of the standard 
deviations of small samples and developed tables by which 
to Judge the significance of the difference between the 
means of small samples# He shoxved the tendency of the 
standard deviations of small samples to be too airiall re« 
suiting in too high a probability for the aignificanee of a 
differenc©. 
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"SfcTaj£ent" (15) later pointed out that a considerable im­
provement over the uietkod of calculating the probable error 
independmtly for each of two varieties would result from 
pairing adjacent plots of the two. He suggested dividing 
the plots into two at harvest in order to get the greatest 
benefit from this inethod. In a more recent paper (16) he 
developed the formula. 2m ((T^ T -cr R <-(7 0), for the var-{ "  i) 
ianee of a comparison between two vapieties, which is coa« 
venient to use when more than t^ TO varieties are being com­
pared and pairing the nearby plots of each with every other 
vrould be too laborioiis* 
"student"(16) concludes in one of his papers thus; 
"in planning agronomlo experiments use plenty of replications 
and malce sure your results are capable of being considered a 
random sample of the population about which you wish to draw 
conelusions," 
Fisher (2, Chaps* 7 and 8) advano;ed the method of analysis 
of v^ iance with the Latin square systera of plot arrangement 
which differs from the pairing method of Student primarily in 
eliminating group variance in two directions. He showed that 
the variance in an experiment may be divided lttt«i two or more 
portions, one of which constitutes the random or experimental 
error. The necessity for random arrangement of plots is em-
phasiaed but certain restrietions permit the elimination of 
much of the influence of soil heterogeneity, thereby reducing 
the experimental error. 
Richey (iG| lly 12) described a method for adjusting 
jrields to their regresadoji on the Koving average yields of 
adjasenfc plots* This sBthod differs essentially from th© 
analysis of -srariance method in the adjustments and in 
eliailnating trariance between amll groups of a eonstant 
size. A reduction in standard error appreciably greater 
than that by the analysis of varianee iras ahom» 
MA'3?ERIAL 
Some phases of plot teohnie can be sfudied satis-
faetorily only with data from a uniform planting (aa area 
planted tuad®!? the same conditions to the same variety) 
v/here the size and shape of plot and nyjuber of replications 
can be varied as desired* 
tJniforin Planting Experiments 
Siich experiments ^ vere conducted in 1923 with a planting 
of Krug and in 1925 with one planting each of Meat and Ic-
Ciilloeh, all yellow dent strains of corn, These three ex­
periments will be referred to hereafter as S-23, 1-25 and 
M-25, respeGtively, Each of the three plantings consisted 
of 48 rows each 48 hills long, a total of 2304 hills or 
0,65 acre. 
Five or six kernels per hill were planted. After effler-
genee the timber of plants in a hill was reduced to three, 
A record of the rnaaber of plants in a hill was made somewhat 
later but before any suckers had developed to a point where 
they cGuld not be distinguished* The stand was deteriained 
again just before harvest, being checked against the earlier 
record. Although the stands were not perfect.^  the yields ^ 
vdth the one exception noted in experiment 1-23, have been 
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used without any adjiistment for stand. The stands were fully 
as good as any likely to he obtained in experimental work. 
The ears from each hill were put into a marked paper bag 
as harvested and stored until thoroughly dry. Weights of each 
hill yield were made to the nearest one-hmdredth pound* It 
is thus possible to cojnbine individual hill yields into POWS 
of any length up to 48 hills extending either east and west 
or nca?th. and south. Rows extending east and west will be dis­
tinguished by the letter E and those extending north and south 
by the letter "Ehus experiment K«23 may be considered as 
having tm parts^  1-23-E md K-23-H, and similarly for ex­
periments 1-25 and 1-25, 
Io?;a Cora Tield Test Data. 
Other phases of plot technic G.an be studied in connection 
with experiTOnts designed for other purposes;. Data were obtained 
from the Ames field of the 1924 and 1925 Iowa Gom Yield Tests, 
The 1924 field was planted witii 38 strains and the 1925 field 
with 54 strains. Each strain v^ as planted in ten three-row 
pldts, the rows being 25 hills long. Data on yield and stand 
were obtained for each rov/. These data were used to study 
the effects of competition among strains of corn satisfactorily 
adapted to this locality. These experiments will be referred 
to as t*24 and ir-25 in connection \¥ith a study of shape of 
plot, 
•»Xlw 
IThe yields of individual plants were obtained for IS 
open-pollinated strains of com and 12 erosses of selfed lines 
groTO in 24-hill plots in the Ames field of 1926 Iowa Com 
Yield Test, IThese data were used In comparing the variability 
of open-pollinated strains and crosses of Inbred lines® Ihe •' 
detailed records are not presented in this paper bfut are on 
file at the Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station* This ex-
peirlinent is referred to hereafter as Y-26, and the data are 
used in studying hill variability. 
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BXPERIMSUTAL fflTHODS 
The coefficient of variation, C. Y., v/as used in study­
ing variability so that comparison between plots of different 
size and hetween experiments could be made directly, fhe 
formula tised for computing C» V. was C.V, = 100 (1) 
CT being the standard deviation of a single determination and 
1 the laeaa. 
The variability of the means of replicated plots was 
studied through the coefficient of variation, the plots having 
been distributed both systematically and in a restricted ran­
dom manner. Also the variability of the means of varying 
numbers of different sized plots dram at random from a con­
stant population was determined. 
The variance for an experiment was computed by the formula 
Cr® » -(7R^  - (2) 
m - iUH - ij' 
and the variance of a mean difference by the formula 
CTr? = 2M( - (7G^ ) (3) 
' (M - 1) (I - l)n 
being the total variance of the individual plot yields, 
Or^  the variance of the strain means and the variance of 
the meana of replications, each around the general mean, M 
the number of strains and I the number of plots of each strain, 
This forraula is i^ ed in connection! with the computations in 
the analysis of variance. 
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Coaiparison was made between the observed results and 
those expected on the basis of theory. Methods of calculat­
ing the theoretical expectancy generally will be explained 
when the results are presented but one or two formtilae will 
be explained here, Correlated variation as determined in 
the method of pairing of "Stment" or Fisher »s analysis of 
variance is that due to the fact that the plots constituting 
a replication (one plot of each variety compared) resemble 
each other more than they resemble the generSL average. Go-
effiei®its of intraclass correlation among the plots of. a 
replication v/ere determined by the method described by 
Harris (3, 4), Uhe formula is 
"fpp = (S (Gp^ ) > S(p^ ) /fu n(a^ li)j - (4) 
(Jp^  
r pp being the coefficient of intraclass correlation among 
the plots, S (Gp2) the sum of total yields of replications 
squared, S (p ) the sum of individual plot yields squared,. 
—2 2 p the mean plot yield squared, Op the standard deviation 
squared, M the number of replications or groups and n the 
n-pmber of plots in a replication. By this method each plot 
is paired with each other plot in the group,-
-14-
EXPERIIffilHTAL DATA 
Variability of Hill Yields 
The variability of hill yields is important primarily 
in studying the methods of sampling* The first question 
concerns the total area or niaaber of hills to be devoted to 
each variety. How many hills are required to represent the 
variability of tte variety and b.o;v many are required to re­
duce soil variability to a reasonable Mnimura? 
Frequency distributions of the 2304 hill yields in ex­
periments K-SS, 1-25 aid M«25 are sho?m in table 1, The 
means, standard deviations, and coefficients of variation 
also are shoim^  The standard deviations in the three experi­
ments vary in the same order as the mean yields but the co­
efficients of variation are in exactly the reverse order. 
The mean yield was in tlB modal class in experiments 
1-25 and M-25 but in the class next belov? the mode in ex-
permlent iC-23. The standard error was relatively larger 
the lower the yield* 
To study the number of hills required to represent a 
strain of com adequately, it was deeir^ le to eliminate com­
pletely the effects of imperfect stand and of soil hetero­
geneity, Perfedt-stand hills surrounded by perfeet-stand 
hills as shovsn in Figyre 1 were selected f!?om the 2504 hills 
•"IS™ 
TABLE 1» Fjpeq.ueney distributions for the 2,304 
hill yields in poimds for each of ex­
periments K-23, i-25 aEtd 1-25, 
» * (k 0 
Glass 
Interval 
: Class ; 
i Center x 
Frequenej in Esperimmts 
E-2S t 1^ 25 : M-SS 
0 0 11 23 20 
,01 - ,20 .1 3 3 3 
,21 - .40 ,3 7 5 12 
,41 - ,60 #5 35 29 55 
.61 - ,80 ,7 66 95 191 
,81 —1,00 .9 105 288 381 
1,01 -1,20 1,1 243 494 623 
1,21 -1.40 1,3 357 521 534 
1,41 -1,60 1,5 4S9 509 322 
1,61 -1,80 1.7 525 243. 117 
1,81 -2,00 1.9 359 74 34 
2,01 -2.20 2,1 123 18 9 
2.21 -2.40 2,3 10 2 3 
2,41 -2,60 2,5 1 0 9 
Mean yield, poiaads 1,493 1,268 1,154 
Standard deviation, lbs, ,3844:0,0038 »338i0.0034 ,325^ 0,0032 
Coefficient of variation 
per cent 25,7*0#27 26,7iP,28 28*2^ 0*30 
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0 X b 
0 X s X 0 
0 X 0 
o 
FIGURE 1, Eacli perfeet-atand hill, a, contained three 
plants and was siarpouiided % S-plant adjacent 
hills, Xj and 3-plant gttard hills, o. 
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in experiment E-23, There were 950 such perfect-stand hills 
surromded by a perfect stand in both the adjaceiEit and gmrd 
hills* The mean hill yioldj, the standard deviation, and the 
coefficient of "variation for all hills and for these perfect-
stand hills are shown In table 2» !?ho reduction in varia­
tion from 25i7 :* 0*27 for all hills to 22.1 j 0«36 for per­
fect-stand hills, or 3.5 + 0.45j: due to eliminating imperfect-
stand hills.j. is statistically significant.. Only perfect-
stand hillS:, therefore were used in this part of the study. 
Adjusting Yields for Soil Heterogeneity 
fhe yields of the 950 selected perfect-stand hills were 
adj-oated for soil heterogeneity» The mean, Mg, of the yields 
of the selected hill, s, (Pig, 1) and the four adjacent hills, 
X, was talcen as a measure of the prodtKJtivenesa of the soil 
on v;hich the selected hill, s, ms located« The mean hill 
yield of the entire group of 950 selected hills,. IggQ, v/as 
used as a base toward wh3.ch adjustments were .made# With Ag 
representing the actual yield of the selected hill^  the 
follovdng proportion was xised in making adjustments: 
!% ! MggQ a Ag : X 
The coefficients of variation for the acttial and for the 
adjusted yields of perfeot-stand hil3-s are shorn in table 2, 
The reduction in variation due to adjustment is 2,2 ^  0,48, 
•'IMS reduction is statistically significant. Its effect upon 
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TABLE 2, lean hill yield, standard deviation, and 
coefficient of variation for the actual 
yields of all Mils said of perfect-stand 
Mils, and for tlis adjusted yields of 
perfect-staxid hills in experiment K-23. 
Kind of 
yield 
lean : Standard ;Coefficient 
hill yield ; deviation ?of variation 
Pounds Pounds Per cent 
Actual, all 
hills 1,495 A 0.0054 »384 * 0,0038 25,7 t 0.27 
Actualj^  950 
perfect-stand 
hillS' 1,5S2 4 0. »339 t 0,0052 22.1 0.36 
Adjusted, 950 
pei'fect'-stand 
hills 1.555 * 0,0067 .305 a 0.0047 19.9 ± 0.32 
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the mraber of hills required to represent a strain rmj be 
determined readily, 
This method of adjusting the yields is open to some 
criticisffii fhe adjustment should have been made on the 
basis of the eorrelation between the selected hill and the 
mean of the four adjacent hills. The adjustments were made 
and the random drawings completed before the witer ms 
familiar with the principle involved, A large amount of 
work was required for these drawings and the necessary com­
putations, It is believed that the results presented differ 
very little from what would have been obtained by the other 
method of adjusting. 
Let C, ¥» equal a standard error in per cent of the 
mean, Dp a percentage difference which it is desired shall 
be significanfej and 1.85 the ratio of Dp/C, V, required to 
indicate odds of SO to 1 against a difference greater than 
that observed being due to chance. The number of Mils re­
quired to obtain such odds for a given percentage difference 
then may be determined from the formula 
K «= {C,V,f (2) (1,85)^  / (Dp)^  (5) 
This formula was ^ plied to the data in table 2, If the 
number of hills required for a given degree of precision 
when the actual yields of all hills are used be taken as 
100, then 74 hills are required iivhen the actual yields of 
only perfect-stand bills are used. Similarly, the adjusted 
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yields of 60 perfect-stand hills give the same degree of pre­
cision, In this experiment^ therefore, 26 per cent fewer of 
perfect-stand hills than of all hills regardless of stand 
vrere reqtiired to obtain any given degree of precision, Ad-
jTisting the yields of the perfect-stand hills reduced the 
number of such hills required for any given degree of preci­
sion by 18,9 per cent. As this part of the study is concerned 
with the number of hills required to represent a strain with 
the effects of variation in stand and soil eliminated as much 
as possible, the adjusted yields of the perfect-stand hills 
were used in the further computations. 
Variability of Random Samples of Hill Yields 
Each adjusted yield was written on a card, Tbs 950 cards 
were throughly shuffled. One card was dravsx at random, the 
yield 'vvas recorded, and the card was replaced. This was con­
tinued until 2500, such dravdngs had been made. These hill 
yields thus provided data for computing a series of group 
yields of different numbers of hills the location of viiich in 
the e;^0rlmental field was pufely a matter of chance, This 
largely avoided the effect upon group yields of any corre­
lated variation among the yields of the component hills. 
The 100 hills composed of drawings number 1, 25, 49., 81, 
101, 125, 149j 181, 801 j etc., constituted the l^hill class. 
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The 100 groups coapcising hills 5-8, 10-13, 17-20, 37-40, 105-
108J 110-113, 117-120, 137-140, 205-208, etc,, constituted the 
4-hill class. The 100 groxi^ps comprising hills 8-15, 41-48, 66-
73, 81-88, 108-115,: 141-148, 166-173y 181-188, 208-215, etc., 
constituted the 8-hill group# The 16-hill group included nuia-
bers 17-32, 49-64, 65-80, 82-97, 117-132, etc. The 24-hil3 
grdup included hills 1-24, 26-49, 00-73, 77-100, 101-24, 126-149, 
etc. The 48«hill group ineludsd 1-49 except 25, 50-97, 101-149, 
except 125, 150-197, etc. The 96-hill group was formed by the 
sums of sujccessive pairs of 48-hill yields and the 192-Mll 
group by the sums of auooessive pairs of 96-hill yields. 
The ooefficienfc of variation was computed for the yields 
of the groups of each size. The theoretical coeffieieat of 
variation for each group was obtained by dividing the coeffi­
cient of variation for the adjusted jrields of the 950 perfect-
stand hills by the square root of the number of hills in the group. 
These actual and theoretical coefficients of variation are com­
pared in table 3 and shovm graphically in Figure 2. 
The agreement between the observed and theoretical is very 
good altheugh for most of the groups the observed is somewhat 
less than the theoretical, Presmably the agreement would con-
tinms fo? larger ntrabers of hills. The number of hills which 
is adequate will depend on the degree of precision required. 
Doubling the number of hillSj theoretically, should reduce the 
variability by approximately 29,3 per cent, 100^ - 100/ Yi", 
These data indicate that such reduction may be ej^ected when 
the hills are chosen entirely at random. 
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TABLE 3. Observed coefficient a of •variation for 
the mean yields of groups of different 
nniabers of hilla dram at random and the 
theoretical coefficients for gro-ups of 
the saaie size in Experiment 23~K« 
Ho. of Mils 
in group 
• 4 
•Ho, of: Coefficients of variation 
: groups: Actual } Theoretical 
1 3.00 19,7 4 1.45 ^  19.9 
4 100 10,0 4 0.70 10,0 
8 100 6.3 ± 0.44 7,0 
16 100 4.5 it Q«32 5,0 
24 100 3.5 i 0,25 4.1 
48 50 2.7 4 0.27 2,9 
96 25 2,0 ± 0*28 2,0 
192 12 1.3 4 0.26 1.4 








iie; 4j+n4+fr.44fi-fmtff!tfm^  -itj+ 
• y o 
Ho. of liills in tiie samr)l© 24" ~48' 
FIGURE 2, Observed coefficients of variation for the mean yields of samples of dif­
ferent nioiribers of hulls dravm at random and the theoretical coefficients 
for samples of the same size in experiment K-23, 
Variability of Open-pollinated Strains and 
of Crosses of Inbred Lines 
The corn used in the experiment just described was an 
open-pollinated strain of rather broad breeding. The ques­
tion arises as to the relative variability of such open-
pol3-inated strains and crosses of inbred lines, The data 
obtained in e^qjeriment X-26 fTarnish some evidence on this 
point» 
The yield of each plant -was obtained for 12 open-polli-
nated strains and 12 crosses of inbred lines each groxvn in a 
plot of tTO rows 12 hills long. These plots were adjacent 
and strains and crosses were distributed at random. The co­
efficient of variation was computed for all plants in 3-plant 
hills of the 12 strains and likewise of the 12 crosses, the 
variance due to hills and to strains first having been elimi­
nated, The same was computed for hills with variance due to 
strain eliminated. These data are shoum in table 4« 
The number of plants or hills required for a given de­
gree of precision varies as the square of the standard, error. 
These data indicate that for a given degree of precision 51^5 
per cent as many 3-plant hills of the crosses of inbred lines 
as of the open»pollinated strains are required, This checks 
closely with the relative nimiber of plants, 52,48 per cent. 
"•ss" 
TABLE 4, Goefficients of variation ainong the 
plant yields and the hill yields of 
12 open-pollinated strains and 12 
crosses of inbred lines ia experiment 
Y«26. 
: : Coeffieients of Variatiio'n 
; Himber of { amon^ 
ipl'anisihfXrst plants ; hills 
Open-pollinated 
strains 702 234 45,62 t 1,4S 25.15 4 1.25 
Crosses 765 255 33.05 4 .93 18.07 ± .83 
Relative mtmbers (O-P 






Variability of Plots of Different 
Size 
Yield comparisons Td.th corn require the use of plots of 
several contiguous hills. The size of plot will depend on the 
nature of the cGsiparlson and on the efficiency of plots of dif­
ferent si2e« The purpose here was to study the efficiency of 
different sized plots. In studying size only, single rov;s of 
different length were used, size heing designated as the num-
her of hills in the row. Thus, the irariaMlity of 8«, 16-, 
24-:, and 48-hill plots was determined for each experiment with 
rows extending "both east and west and north and south, and 
vdth both sets of rows treated.as one set. Theoretical co­
efficients of variation were obtained by dividing that ob-
servei for single hills, as shown in table 1, by the square root 
of n, the number of hills in a plot. These observed and theo­
retical coeffieients of variation and the number of plots of 
each size are ahorni in table 5 for experiments K-23, 1-25 and 
m-25, 
The data in table 5 are shown graphically in figure 3, 
The agreement between the observed and the theoretical re­
sults is fair in experiment K-2S but in both experiments 1-25 
and M-25 the observed variations depart rather widely frcai the 
expected. The vaPiability of both 24- and 48-hill plots is 
more than twice as large as the e^qpeeted. The explanation 
lies in the correlation existing among the hills constituting 
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TABLE 5. Coefficients of variation among plots of dif­
ferent size in experiments lC-23, X-25 and M-S5. 
;  "  • "  '  ' g ' o e f f p X o ' ^ s '  o f  " "  '  
Experiment ; 8 failla ' t 84"liills ; 48 iillls 
1/ 1/ 1/ 1/ 
K-23-E 10»9 •±. 0»46 - 8.8 a 0.52 ^  7.2 0.52 5.6 A 0.58-
K-23-!! 10 »8 t *46 9»0 ^  »5S 8.1 t 
$ 
.5B 4.7 + .47 
K-23 10,9 t «33 8.9 i .37 7.7 .39 5.2 i .37 
Theoretical 9.1 + .27 6,4 i ^27 5,2 i .27 3.7 .27 
I~25-E 16,3 ± 0..70i 14.6 4 0.87 12,9 Ik 0.95 7.3 i 0.74 
I~25-H 17.0 4 .73 15.7 4 .95 14 «5 ± 1.07 12,6 i 1,30 
1-25 16.7 i . 50 15,1 i .64 13.6 .71 10.2 ir .74 
Theoretical 9,4 i ,3^ 6,7jfc .40 5.5 t .40 3,9 i .40 
M-25-E 16,2 t 0.70 12.4'"i: 0.74 11,4 & 0.83 8,1 i 0.83 
M-25~N 17.2 * ,74 14,9 * .90 12,5 .92 10.1 + 1.04 
M-25 16.7 4 ,50 13.7 ± .58 12.0 ± .62 9.2 .66 
Theoretical 10,0 ± ,42 7,1 + .42 5.8 + .42 4.1 • .42 
So. of(E or 15 288 144 96 48 
plots (E + I 576 288 192 96 
^ Standard errors. 
 ^^ ^ sr 33r s 
rj:f xjg ^  s a j s j o f i n - j i l ^  ! i i 6 ! n i l : ^ o ^ £  
jisss^  iir :m^ me:tiisi^ d^a® 
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a plot due to their contiguity and the nature of the hetei»o~ 
genelty of the soil, She coefficients of intraclass correla­
tion among the hiHa eonstituting each plot size were cal-
oiilated by the fomiola described, by larris (3, 4)« The co­
efficient of correlation thus obtained measxtres the degree 
of resemblance among the hills of a plot as compared with 
their resemblance to the general average, ISiese coefficients 
are shorn in table 6 for plots in both directions and for all 
plots considered together in each of experiments E-23, 1-25 
and M^25, 
The plots in esgseriment 1-25 depart more liddely in varia­
bility from the expected than those in either of the other 
experiments. Likewise the oorreiations are hi^er than in 
either of the others, fhe correlations in K-2Z are rather 
low and the agreement between the observed and theoretical 
results 3^ vary good, %e correlations in experiments 1-25 
and 1-25 are relatively high and the agreement between the ob­
served and the theoretical is not very good, These data also 
indicate that the depai'ture from the eapected is relatively 
greater as the size of plot increases. The conelxision, there­
fore, is that with a given niamber of hills devoted to each 
item in a comparison greater precision will be attained by . 
T;!sing the smallest ppacticable siae of plot, at leasts of 
those sizes here studied# 
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TABLE 6. Coefficients of intraclass correlation 
among the hills constituting a plot for 
plots of different size in ezjjeriments 
E-23, I-S5 and M-25, 
* 
Experiment sOoeffiolesits of intraclaffs oorrelation for plots of 
i 8 hllla ; 16 hilla : 84 hills ; 48 hflls 
K-2S-E 0.12 ii Q »Q2l- 0 .11 :& 0,021 0.09 ±. 0,021 0,08 40.021 
0.12 df .021 O.IS t .021 0,11 t ,021 0,06 + .021 
K-23 0,12 dr rQl.5 0.12 + .015 0.10 .015 0.07 t ,015 
I-S5-E 0,40 A Q.018 0.39 i 0.018 0,33 A 0.019 0.18 iO.020 
l-2b-}l 0.49 4 ,016 0.43 S .017 ©.39 ,013 0,33 ± .019 
1-85 0 »44 1 >012 0,41 4 .012 0,36 A .013 0.26 + .014 
M-25-E o.se A 0.018 0.S6 A 0.019 0.23 ±' OiOSO 0,18 i0,020 
M-25-N 0.41 t .017 0,35 i .018 0,28 .019 0,23 t -020 
M-S5 0.39 t *013 0,31 ± .013 0.26 * .014 0.20 i .014 
3/ Standard errors. 
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This conclusion is somewhat at varianee with that dravm 
by Odland and Garher (9) in their work with soybeans. They 
studied the variability of different plot sises including 
plots 8 feet and 16 feet long and eoncluded that 16«foofc plots 
were best for deterMining both forage and seed yields because 
the standard deviation was not significantly lo\irer for longer 
plots but was significantly lower than for 8-foot plats. The 
theoretically expected variability^ however, for six 8-foot 
plots is^gnificantly lower than that for three 16-foot plots. 
It seems logical to conclude that the soil variability 
in an experimental field would be sampled most adequately by 
taking a single hill as the ultimate plot siae. This should 
eliminate entirely the eorrelation due to contiguity. Data 
on this point are provided in table 7 which shows the coeffi­
cients of G&rrelation among different numbers of hills in 
systematically distributed plots of different sise in eaperi-
ments 1-25 and 1-S5, These data show a reduction in the.corre­
lation to a miniHium varying from 0,10 to 0,13, This minimum 
was reached with a total of only 48 hills when 8- or 16-hill 
plots ^ ueTB used, with 96 hills when 24-hill plots were used 
and with 144 hills when 48-hill plots xvere used. Theoretically 
the highest degree of precision in a comparison among several 
items will be attained when the correlation among the hills 
devoted to one iteia is approximately zkpo# 
"student" (15) and Fisher (2) have pointed out that a 
well-planned experiment is so arranged as to have a high corre-
TABI^  7. Coefficieats of correlation among tiie hills of varloias 
nxanbers of dlstrib-ated plots of different size in 
experiments I-»25 and M*-85. 
:NOi of? Coefficient of correlation v/ith. plots of 
Bxperiiaenti l^lst"  ^Kills ; 16 'M.X1S . t 24 hilla i 4.8 lilllg . 
I-26-E 48 0.12 i 0.021 0.12 + 0.021 0.16 ir 0,020 0,18 A 0,020 11 96 .12 it ,021 .12 i ,0S1 .13 & .020 .13 A ,020 f) 144 ,12 ± .021 .12 i .021 .12 t .021 ,12 * .021 
"It 192 .12 .021 .12 ,021 .12 .021 ,13 ± ,021 
I 48 O.IS It 0.021 0,1S 4: 0.020 0,1B & 0.020 0.33 0.019 ft 96 ,12 * .021 .12 A ,021 ,12 dr .021 ,16 * .020 ft 144 .13 .020 .12 ± ,021 .12 ± ,021 .13 * ,020 
"TT 192 .12 i ,021 .12 .021 ,12 It .021 .12 & .021 
M-35-E 48 O.IS A 0,020 0.15 A 0.020 0.16 0,020 0.18 t 0.020 If 96 .11 & .021 .11 & .021 .12 ± ,021 .11 i ,021 n 144 .11 * .021 . 12 i 
ife 
.021 .11 A .021 .11 * .021 h 192 .10 ± .021 .11 ,021 .11 + .081 ,11 A ,021 
48 0.13 0,020 0.15 i 
Ife-
0.020 0.21 0.020 0,23 0.020 91 96 .12 dr .021 .11 .021 ,12 ,021 .18 -± .020 
» 144 .12 :ir .021 .12 4- .021 .13 .020 ,11 ,021 
19S .11 ± ,021 .11 i ,021 ,12 A .021 .12 ,021 
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latlon between the plots of any replication containing all 
items compared* The optiiaum size of plot, therefore^ v/ould , 
be that which periaitted the elxjninatioa of the greatest 
asioimt of correlated variaJion, This can be determined only 
by a study of the variability of the yields of different nimi-
bers of hills composed of replicated plots of different size. 
Replication 
Systeiaatic distribution 
The effect of replication on experimental error in yield 
comparisons first was sttidied by systematic distribution of 
hypothetical "varieties" in plots of 8, 16, 24 and 48 hills. 
Each plot sis© was replicated to a total of 48, 96, 144 and 
19S hills for each "variety®, Thus 48 "varieties" were com­
pared in six 8-hill plots, three 16-hlll plots, tv/o 24-liill 
plots and one 48«hlll plot. Similarly 32 "varieties" and 24 
"varieties" were oorapared. The general manner of systematical­
ly distributing the "varieties" is ahoraa in figure 5 for 16 
^varieties" distributed in nine 16-hill plots. The data were 
computed for rows extending in both directions. The suras of 
squared deviations for the tv/o sets were combined and divided 
by tid.ee the number. The standard deviation obtained thus 
divided by the mean is the coefficient of variation shorn in 
table 8. The theoretical coefficient of variation was obtained 
by dividing the coefficient of variation among all hills by 
the square root of the total number devoted to each "variety". 
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TABLE 8.; Oba©3?T?ed and calcuLated coefficients of variation 
among the yields of 48# 96, 144 and 192 hills in 
systematically distributed plots of various sizes 
in experiments K-23, 1-25 and M-S5, 
• *-
No. of;Theo,; Obs» coef, of variation for x hills in plots of 
hills : G.¥,i ^HIls 1 16 hills ; 24 hills i48 hills 
Experiment E-2S i / 
48 3.71 4.0 t 0,29 -' 4.9 <• 0.35 5.2 4 0.37 5.2 0,37 
96 2,62 2.3 + .23 2.6 .27 2.9 ,29 3.3 & .34 
144 2.14 1,9 A .24 2.1 .27 2,2 i .28 2.0 ± .25 
192 1.85 1.8 i .26 2.0 t .29 2,0 * m .29 1,9 .28 
Experiment I-S5 
48 3,85 3,1 A 0.23 3,7 ± 0.27 6.8 ± 0.49 10,3 A 0,74 
96 2,73 2.2 i .23 2.4 ± .24 2,4 ± ,25 4,6 .47 
144 2.23 2.0 + .25 1.8 ,23 1.7 A .21 2.5 4 .31 
192 1.93 1,7 A,. ,24 1*1 + .16 1,9 ,28 1,9 i .27 
Experiment 1-25-
48 4.07 5.6 4 0.40 6.6 0.48 8,7 
.4 0,62 9,2 i 0.66 
96 2.88 3.5 + ,36 3*0 .30 3.8 it ,38 5,6 ± .57 
144 2.35 2.5 3 iSl 3,.l t ,38 3.1 i .39 2,1 i; .26 
192 2^04 1.7 i ,25 ^ 1.7 1 ,24 2.1 .30 2,4 t. ,35 
1/ Standard errors. 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 IS 14 15 16 1—16 1 16 
7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 16 1 6 
:3 14 15 16 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13—16 1-^-12 
FI&URE 3». General mamer of systematically dis­
tributing 16 mrietles in nine 16-hill 
plots* 
«>56"» 
In experiment K-SS the agreement between the observed 
and expected results v/as very good for totals of 96 or more 
hills except, perhaps, for 24- and 48-hill plots which agree 
closely with a total of 144 bills* In experiment 1-25 the 
agreement is very good except for two 24^M11 plots and one or 
two 48*hill plots. Twelve 16^hill plots produced significantly 
lovifer variability than expected. la experiment M-25 the ob­
served variation was significantly greater than the ezpected 
for each plot size when a total of only 48 hills was used. 
Also the observed variability for two 48-hill plots was sig­
nificantly higher than the theoretical. 
These data indicate clearly that with as small a number 
as 48 hills for each '^variety" the sampling generally was not 
satisfactory, the departure from the expected being rather 
marked especially for the larger plots. On the other hand with 
as many as 144 hills for each "variety" the size of plot waa no 
longer an Important factor. It is not possible, however, to 
draw a definite conclusion from these data which might be 
generally applicable because as the number of replications was 
increased^, the number of "varieties" compared was redueed. 
The variability within each replication of plots containing 
one of each "variety" presumably would be less. It Is the 
variability within the area required fca? a replication that 
is important and not that between replications, fhus if all 
plots within the area required for a replieation, that is., on© 
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plot for each "variety", were axaetiy eqiml in productivity, 
then the mean yields csf "varieties" •would have a eoeffiei^t 
of variatiem of zero regardless of how much difference in pro­
ductivity existed between replications.. It seems reasonable 
to assume that if the saiae number of "varieties" were compared 
in an increasing nimber of replicaticna, each replication 
having an amoiant of variability siiailar to the previous ones, 
the smaller sized plots would continue to have an advantage 
over the larger ones* 
Random drairdng fro3a a constant population 
If the size of plot influences the efficiency of random 
aampling^ this influence should be shov/n in the relative asiouat 
of variance eliminated by grouping, lhat would be the result 
of drawing at random from a constant population the yields of 
plots of different size? In this v/ay the effect of groupjjig 
would be lost and greater variability among the means of "varie­
ties" v/ould be expected as the plots of some "varieties" would 
be likely to be close to one another and therefore on land more 
or less productive than the average. The nat'or© of most ex­
perimental fields is atich that enforced wide distribution Is 
most likely to favor representative sampling, 
5?he yield of each plot in experiments K-SS-E, K-25-N, 
I-25-E and M-25«-E was isritten on a card. The cards in each 
experiment were kept thoroughly shuffled while one at a time 
was drawn and the yield recorded.. This was eontinued with re­
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placement imtil records were obtained fesc 25 "varieties" rep­
licated to totals of 48, 96, 144,: 192, 240 aixd 288 hills, The 
coefficient of variation among the 25 "varieties" was computed 
for each total nmnbor of hills in each experiment. The varia­
bility of the plot yields in experiments 1-25 and 1'!'25 was 
about 50 per cent greater than that in experiment K-23» 5?hus 
the three experiments afford a rather wide range of conditions 
for studying any principles involved^ The data obtained from 
these random yields are sho\m in table 9, 
The results indicate somewhat different conclusions from 
those obtained v/ith systematic distribution v/here all plots 
vifere used in each comparison^ In geneopal no advantage of one 
plot size over another is shorn. Even the reduction in varia­
bility ¥d.th increasing size of sample lags rather markedly be-
b-ind the theoretical reduction. Correlation OTiong the hills 
of each "variety" cannot be determined because no record was 
made of the hills involved# The data in the previous section 
on plot variability would indicate that such correlation is 
early reduced to a minimum and therefore probably does not in­
fluence the result* 
Restricted random distribution 
The ideal arrangemait of plots would be that in which the 
similarity in productivity of the plots, of an entire repliea-
tion was anaximam, if all plots within a replication had the 
same productive capacity, then the arrangement within each 
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TABLE 9, Observed and theoretical coefficients of variation 
aaioag the yields of 48, 96, 144 and 192 hills in 
plots of different size draim at random from a 
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4.7 4 0,60-/ 5.3 i 
3.1 t .44 3,6 & 
2.5 t ,35 2,7 ± 
2.2. :t .31 3.0 
m 
2,0 a .28 2.6 i 
1.7 4 .24 2.3 & 
3,9 4 0.55 3.9 A 
2.S ife ,35 2.7 •& 
2,3 t .33 2.1 A 
2 *0 t »28 1,9 * 
1.8 t .25 1.6 i 














48 3.85 5.5 i 0,78 7.8 : l.,10 9.5 t 1.34 S.S 11.17 
96 2,73 5,7 i. .81 4,5 'i. ,65 6.4 & .91 5 .5 A .78 
144 2.23 5.1 ^  ,72 4,7 t ^66 4.8 4 *68 4,2 + .59 
192 1.9S 4.5 i .64 4,4 t .62 4,2 4 .59 4.0 i .57 
240 1.72 3.9 i .55 3.6 jI .51 3.2 4 .45 <^.4 4 .48 
288 1.57 S.4 * ..4& 3.3 it. .47 t . 42 3.1 4 .44 
Experiment M-25-E 
48 4.07 9.2 * 1.30 6.6 4 0.93 9,1 i 1.29 8,6 4 1 »2g 
96 2.88 5,6 V .79 4.7 * .66 6.0 4 .85 6.3 4 ,89 
144 2.35 4,0 i .57 3 ..3 t .47 54 t. .76 5.0 4 .71 
192 2.04 3.1 i .44 3.4 J .48 4.2 4 ,59 4,8 4 «68 
240 1.82 a.9 4 .41 3.2 4 .45 3.7 4 .52 S.8 4 .54 
288 1»66 2,6 ,37 2,8 t ,40 3.3 4 .47 3.0 4 .42 
^ Standard srr(sa?3. 
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replication wmld be mimportant# practically, however, it 
is iraposslble to maJse any arrangement Vifhereby such a result 
wouLd be attained. If the variability of an area is to be 
sampled and the sampling isust be done by chanc:e, then a ran­
dom distribution of varieties to the plots laid out on that 
area would asem to be the proper method of arrangement. 
Analysis of variance method. Fisher (2, p. 232) pointed 
out that it is proper to so limit the distribution as to get 
the greatest correlation among the plots containing one plant­
ing of each variety# 'Phe Latin square was designed to make 
possible the measureffient and elinAnation of the greatest amount 
of variance due to such correlation, 
The Latin square provides that each variety to be com­
pared shall occijr once 5.n a row of plots extending in one di­
rection and in another row or eolutm extending at right angles 
to the first. Such an arrangement Is shovm in figijire 4, 
If the produotivity grandient occurs primiarly In an east 
and west direction^ that is^ between coluansj then little will 
be gained by ©Itminatlng variance between rows» Like-wise if 
the gfadiont is priaiarlly in a north and south direction^, be­
tween rovfs.^ little will be gained by eliminating variance be-
tti'sen colujBns. In fact the standard deviation may be increased 
due to eiiiainating degrees of freedom vdthout elijainating a 
proportional amount of variance,, that is, if the correlation \ 
among the plots: were negative. If, on the other hand, the pro-
1 
I ,  
col-umjs 
d e c b a 
b d e a g 
c a b D e 
e b a s d 
a C d e b 
FIGURE 4, Latin square ai'rangesient for fivd 
varieties, each "var'lety occurring 
once in each raw and once in eack 
eoltoan (Taken from Fisher, Table 
60i p» 230J. 
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ductility gradient be along a diagonal, then the standard de­
viation maj be fieeidedly lowered by eliminating variance be­
tween both rows and coltcmas. 
The Latin sqmre principle required that the number of 
replicatSons shall be equal to the number of things compared. 
It seemed possible, however, to modify it so that the number 
of things compared was greater than the ntaaber of plots of 
each. Thus twenty varieties xni^t be compared vdth ten plots 
of each acccrding to the arrangement shown in figure 5, Each 
variety occurs once in each row of 20 plots all side by side 
and once in each colurni of plots, a column being two plots 
vdde instead of one as in the row. 
This modified Latin square method of arrangement was used 
in analyzing the effect of sise of plot and number of repliea-
tiona on experimental error* In each experiment the yield 
data on rows extending in each direction were combined to make 
one experimental field 48 by 96 hills instead of two fields 
each 48 hills square. Although the total yield of the rows 
extending in one direction ia the same as for those extending 
in the other, the variability of the tv;o sets of rows is not 
the same, as was shown in table 5. By combining the two sets, 
twice as many "varieties" eould "be oompp-ed and greater num­
bers reduce the variability of the results, The only objec­
tion of any consequence to this proeedtire was the likelihood 
of a rather sudden change in yields at the point of contact 
of the two sets of rows. The distribution of '^varieties", how-
Goltatms 
.. . 
16 3 SG 6 9 14 10 18 15 12 4 17 8 5 7 1 11 2 19 13 
IS 7 17 2 16 3 6 11 20 9 19 10 12 18 4 14 5 8 15 1 
11 5 10 8 12 4 17 2 16 7 14 6 20 15 19 IS 18 1 9 3 
14 9 18 IS IS 7 1 19 5 8 11 2 16 3 10 17 20 6 4 IS 
6 4 19 3 11 20 15 12 10 17 18 1 9 7 s s 16 13 14 8 
03 
& O 1 15 16 5 2 8 7 4 11 3 13 9 19 6 20 18 12 14 10 17 
w 
17 S 7 IS 1 19 S 16 6 14 15 12 4 10 8 11 9 3 18 20 
20 18 14 9 15 0 IS 3 2 19 5 8 17 1 16 12 10 4 7 11 
19 12 4 11 10 5 9 8 1 IS 20 3 14 13 15 6 17 7 16 2 
8 10 12 1 17 18 20 14 4 IS 16 7 11 2 3 9 10 15 5 6 
FTGTJRE 5, Distribution of 20 varieties in a modified Latin sqixar© with ten 
plots of each variety. 
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ever, was aii&h as to inlnlmize this effect. 
The q.-aestions to be stMied here concer'n first the ia-
fltience on the variance of a comparison of the total nmher 
of hills devoted to each variety and second the influence 
of the distribution of tMs nmher of hilla, that is,: the 
size and niiiaber of plots, The plots studied consisted of 
single rows 8, 16, and 24 hills long* The^r vdll be referred 
to throxighout this section as S-, 16-, and 24-hill plots* 
The shape of plot vi?ill be considered later. The majority of 
studies previously coidaeted have indicated relatively long 
narrow plots as most effective in reducing variance, The 
shape of plot is not d±pectly concerned with variance due to 
random sampling but more v/ith such a factor as competition. 
The total numbers of hills devoted to each "variety" 
were 96, 144, and 192, Thus 48 "varieties" were compared in 
twelve S-hiU plots, six 16-hill plots and four 24-hill plots. 
Similarly, 32 and 24 "varieties" were compared with eorrea-
pondingly greater numbers of plots of each. 
The variance was analyzed into its component parts. The 
total wianee was that due to the deviation of each plot 
yield from the general mean. The variance due to variety was 
the deviation of the mean "varietal" yield from the general 
mean. The variance due to grouping, in both rows and columns. 
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was the deviation of the mm. group yield from the general 
mean. The method has been described amply by Fisher {2, pp, 
224-232) and need not be given in detail here, lIHaia analysis 
of variance is given for each experiment in tables 10, 11 and 
12 respectively, The first cdlTnan shows to what each portion 
of variance is due,, the second eol-umn shows the total number 
of hills for each "variety", the third column shows the num­
ber of degrees of freedom - in each case one less than the 
number of plots, "varieties", rov/s, or columns the fourth 
column is the sum of the aciuares of the deviations, The 
2 
variance, ^T , is obtained by dividing the sum of the squares 
of the deviations by the number of degrees of freedom* The 
last column shows the variance of a mean, and is obtained 
2 by dividing the variaace, 0" , by the number of replications 
or plots of each variety. 
As all "varieties" were identical, the variance remaining 
after iiiat due to variety was removed, would be the same as the 
total if the sampling were exactly as expected on the basis of 
theory. If the sampling were better than expected, the remainder 
would be increased and if poorer than expected, the remainder 
would be decreased. Fisher {2, p« 227) states that such varia­
tion is to be expected and that upon it the calculation of 
significance is based. Unfortunately the standard error ob­
tained thus is smaller when differences due to sampling are 
larger. 
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i5igi»e©i ? :'V f. ; * 0 
sSuja of saua^^ i"' ira3?ianeQ;s (Jl*® ' tB of s(|Uiai»e sitaManoe s 
fe'eeaomi , , i •, CT: ./-'.r. tfz»e©(iojffis .,,.,....•1.;. , :? (7^ • 




240 4i4968 144 1079;7122 7,4980 
® 3.8S*5454 •g 161;596S 
SS5 smem 5«8030 ' 141 S18;ii57 6*5115 
S 84;6972 3 48^0279 
230 808^9968 3*S174 »S86g 138 870^0878 6.3050 1.5763 
287 1311i0602 4*-5682 191 1454^0781^ 7,6130 
$1 86i9049 31 117^6868 
. i224;i553 4.7819 , 160 1336,3913 8.3524 
8 5S8;8S97 ) • s 340;S380 
S48 895|Si6^ 5,6lOi . 155 996.0553 6.4262 
8 23;8457 5 S7i7325 
240 8^1*4709 3»6311 ,4034 ISO 968.3208 :i 6.4565 1.0759 
287 i3ii;0602 4^5682 191 1454^0781 7.6130 
23 • 33;974S 23 121^4626 
264 1277;08S^ 4i8S74 16B 1332; 6155." 7*9522 
^ M : 40i;5562 7 379^49 
S5S 875;5295 3.4606 161 9S2i8506 5.9183 
li 94;300i 7 129;5466 
B42 781v2294 3*2282 . *2690 154 823,3040 5.3461 .668S 
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5?j&BLE Hi « Analysis of variance Into its ccaapoa 
{I3eg3?0eS.:. "" " «"• f '"Z, sl^ 
Tariation due to siJilla'"'"? of jSim of squares jVarianc^ s (fMr i o 
i ttv&e&cm'. j cr^  s sfre 
i t.j.iw,nn..iii in a; ••• 
®otai ' 96 575 1645*2595 2*86lS 28 
j;apiety " 47 61i9320 4 
E3®tr+ rows & coltanns " 523 1585.3875 2*9987 S4 
Rows. " 11 476;7744 
Sxptv + coltaims " 517 1106.5531 2.1403 2S 
G&lwims " 11 70*6532 
Expt. " 506 1035^8990 2*0472 a705 03 
Hot&l 144 575 1645i2596 2.8613 28 
Variety " 31 . 24»S517 S 
Ixpti-f i^ows & ooltlffins " 544 1681,0078 2«9798 2S 
Eows " 17 763^0005 
Sispt. + colmms " 527 858*0073 1^6281 24 
Cdiujms " 17 17Si5567 -
Sxpt* ' " 510 684*4506 1*3421 .074^ . 24 
Tatal 192 575 1645*2595 2.8613 28 
tei®ty " 23 20^3786 ^ 2 
Expt»+ rows & col"amis " 552 1624.8809 2*9436 26 
Rows " 23 902*4922 " 1 
Expt^.'f coltanns " 529 722;S887 1*3656 25 
Gohms « 23 54*5957 ' : 1 
Expt* 506 667*7930 1.3197 .0550 24 
•"^Of ©aeli variety 

Expeylaeat 1-25» 
.  ' ' i  /  g4»hlli plots' 
?0©S! • •" J . • { - ?15SgieesT°~~ 
t M", • s 
!freedom! 





s of si 
ifyeedm: 
3ian of Squares ;V.ariaiice 
(fS 
287, 2725;969I 9,;4982 191 3530.1347 17,4353 
47 349;0198 47 1071,4283 
240 2BWM9t 9*9040 144 2258.7064 15.6855 
• 5 • QmmM 3 921,7777 
23S 1509;5778 6i4237 141 1336^9287 9.4818 
0 . lliiS9S2 5 162^9338 
1S98«1856 6,0791 1*0132 138 1173.9949 .8.5072 
mi •' S725i9691 9,4982 191 3330,1347 17,4353 
si 155iSg6S 5i 183^8245 
256 Sg70i64S9 : 10,0416 160 3146^3102 19,6644 
8 1S93.5054 5 1672,8252 
248 li77;i37S 4^7465 155 1473.4850 9.5064 
8 S0g^5S68 5 396i5508 
. 240 ; 874^5807 3#6441 ,4049 150 1076.9342 7.1796 
mi S726,9691 9*498S 191 3330.1347 17,4353 
as ii8iS875 23 57.4361 
.26,4 • . 2607^3818 9^8764 168 5272,6986 . 19*4803 
11 . 1674.2760 7 1859.0028 
253 . 93S;1058 3,6882 ISI 1415i6958 8,7807 
, 11 6i;5602 7 97.9679 
S42 871*5456 3,6014 .3001 154 1315.7279 8*5437 

fABLE IS, •- Analysis of variance Into its component 
" " T " ' ' " ' "  S' ^ a n i r p l ' c i t s .  
Y^latlon'due to ilJo#: ofjSepeisj -.''i' j 
jlUlls^'- j 0$ sSiam of squares s¥^3^ce{ . of 
. ; ttTee&om - • • ? . (T^ ; ?fye.ei 
!i?otaI ' 96 675 1379•904S 2,5998 28' 
Variety " 47 74vl004 4' 
Expt.4 roT?/s & CGlmans " 528 iSG5*St)39 2.47S1 24 
Rows' " 11 242^5553 ' ' 
B35pt* -5- coltuims " 517 1063,4fe6 2.0570 2Z 
Coluams " 11 254*2011 
Expt. " 6G0 809,2475 1,5995 .1333 23 
lEotal 144 575 1379.9043 2.3998 28 
Variety " 31 36,9402 3 
rows & ooliaans " 544 1342*9641 2.4687 , 25 
Rows " 17 485i3390 
Expt. -}• coluams . " ,527 . 857*6251 1*6274 24 
ColOTine " 17 . 52*5620 
Espt, " 510 805*C|31 1,5786 *0877 24^ 
Sotal 192 575 1379*9043 2,3998 ' 2& 
Vstriety " 23 23*4114 " 2 
Es^t*^ rows & coliaions " 552 l356i4929 2*4574 26 
Rr\Tr;a " 5>S ' 1 
Expt*. + coltmns " 529 •8B3iB154 1*67Q7 25 
Gol-Ujnns " 23 93,0691 1 
Sxpt, " 506 790*7463 1*5627 *0651 24 
^^Of each variety 

ponejit parts j Experiment 
' " '."'" """'"""g"" I' "'^' "''''^ s!l36^ii*6^'s'J " '" "'"3*—••'i 5 '.' .'.Q 
.' oJ jSiM of'squ^es!?arianeeS OW -i of {Sum of squares:?eriaBce! OM 
tfreedosit r (J^ i ifreedom; t (fi ; 
28'? iSeXi'^OSS 6.4868 191 3189.3123 11.1482 
' 4 7  . 3 2 & ^ : 0 4 6 6 :  < r "  4 7  4 5 3 . 7 9 1 2  
240 1539.6592 6,4162 144 1675.621| 11*6356 
• 5 l85»8S2i 5 73^9755 
235 1353#8271 5^7610 141 1601.^5458 11,3585 
g • 4l5 8074 3 479.6991 
230 93840197 4.0783 .6797 138 112ll8467 8,1293 2*032{ 
287 186i;7058 6^4868 191 2129*3123 11,1482 
31 3^5^7703 31 275,7390 
256 I725i9355 6,741^ 160 1853i5733 11,5848 
t 5i9i6a6l . 5 454.02Q2 
24$, 1206*24^4 4i8639 ' 1S5 1399,5531 • 9,0294 
o T 0r4. • Q'!!S7 ®5 
240 lGaif3l57, 4»505o *5006' 15© 1283i5995 8,5573 1.426S 
287 1861i7056 6,4868 191 2129i312S 11^1482 
S3 138i4440 • 23 212,7573 
264 1723^2618 6,5275 168 1916,5550 11^4081 
11 5ii>9692 7 400,9973 
255 I2ili2926 4,7877 161 1515i5577 ^.4134 : 
11 146^7136 7 182*6609 
242 1064,5790 4,3991 ,3666 154 1332*8968 i.6552 1.081? 
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With 8-liill plots the sampling in eaok test was favor­
able to a conservative estimate; that is, the variance due 
to variety was slightly less than expected on the basis of 
random saraplingj thus increasing the standard deviation slight­
ly, Variance due to variety .vas larger than e^q^ected with six 
16-hlll plots in e:xperiaenbs E-25 and M-25, Pour 24-hill 
plots were more variable than expected in experiment K~2S, 
and imch more in i-25. Thus of 27 tests tte vai'iance due to 
"variety" v/as loore than expected in only foxir. As these four 
weJ^e all in tiie nine tests with a total of only 96 hills in 
each "variety", it may be concluded timt the sampl3.ng \®.a 
not adequate# 
It would be somewhat more enlightening to study the 
effect of increasing the number of replications v/hile hoM*« 
ing constant the number of varieties compared, A gradual re­
duction in variance theoretically would follow, an increase in 
the number of replications, provided the variability among 
the plots constituting each added replication was not greater 
than that of the preceeding replications, This may be demon­
strated readily as in table IS where 100 varieties are com® 
pared in two^, four, eight and ten replications and where 
the net smi of squares of deviations, that is, ths deviations 
due to e::^erim6nt^ ca^ror. Is assuB^d to be 400 for each rep­
lication» 
A reduction in variance is shorn with increasing repli'-
cation. This is due to the relatively greater number of de-
-50-
TABLE 13, Theoretical variance for 100 varieties 
vdth increasing numbers of replications 
and the vai>iability lisithin e ach, replica­
tion constant. 
Degrees of freedom; "" Iltanhor of repliea-t'lons 
for, W j ;4''."~l 6" -J ^ 1 IjS 
1. Total 199 399 599 799 999 
2* Tariety 99 99 99 99 99 
3» 1 2 100 500 500 700 900 
4. Grouping s 6 10 14 18 
5« 3 4 98 294 490 6S6 882 
o 
Sum of dev.' 800 1600 2400 3200 4000 
Variance 8.16 5.44 4.90 4 .66 4.54 
Variance of mean 
dif,, 8.16 2.^ 1.63 1 •17 .91 
C7T3 2.86 1.65 1,28 1 .08 .95 
1/ ^ 8 
Relative,'-^  01) 53.3 59.9 71 .8 77.8 
» cm 57.7 77.6 84 .4 88.0 
Hatio of greater to lesser nruntoer of replications. 
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grees of freedom with v/hich to estimate the variance. Ie» 
creasing the n-umber of replicationa from two to fotcPj that is, 
doubling the nmiberj, multiplies the net degrees of freedoia by 
three* The reduction in the variance of a mean difference is 
relatively laueh greater than in the variance of,a single plot, 
Thus the variance of a coMparison vvith four plots is 33,3 per 
cent of that v/ith tv/o plots. Increasing the nujaber of repli­
cations to ten reduces tihe varia.no© of a comparison to less 
than 12 per cent of that with two replications# The rate of 
reduction in variance, however, decreases rapidly, The law 
of diiainishing returns applies so that a point is reached 
where further reduction is obtained at too great a cost. 
In the experifflsnts reported here, hov/ever, an increassK 
in nurflber of replications was accompanied "by a. corresponding 
decrease in the number of "varieties" compared so that the 
net degrees of freedom were not much different. As the num­
ber of '^^arieties*' was decreased, it vsuld be expected that 
a greater araoimt of correlated variation would be eliminated. 
That is, the smaller momber of plots in a replication should 
be more highly correlated. 
The coefficieiata of correlation among the plots con­
stituting a replication,: both in rows and in columns, are 
shoin in table 3.4, The total correlation^ that iSj the siim 
of row and colum, increased regularly as the ntaaber of hills 
devoted to each '^variety'' was increased in eaperimsnt K^23, 
In experiment I-f25 the maximuitt correlation was found among 
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TABLE 14« Coeffioients of correlation among the 
plots constituting a r^lioation with 
both row an^ colram grouping in ©x-* 
periments E-SS., I*«e5 and M'-25.» 
Ito* V : "Coeffifi'lents:~f correlation ataong" piots of " 
of t group-: a replleation tor 
hillsiing I 'S-HIl "plots' : l^-tiill plots t 84*^11' 
Experiment S-SS 2/ 
96 Bow 0.09 t 0.041 0.12 4 0,058 0,09 i 0.072 
96 Golmm ,04 ^  .042 •05 ± ,059 ,01 ± .072 
144 R .18 ± ,040 ,23 i .056 »21 i ,069 
144 C ~.01 i ,042 -.01 .059 -.01 • ,072 
192 R »22 + ,040 ,28 + .055 .23 + .069 
19S C .03 i .042 ,03 i ,059 ,05 .072 
Experiment I^SS 
96 R »27 ± .039 .30 S; ,054 .26 if .067 
96 C .02 t •042 .02 .ik .059 .03 ^  .072 
144 R .45' 4' .033 . 50 ± ,045 ,49 .055 
144 e .08 ife .042 .08 .059 0.0 9 iS .072 
192 R .55 4 .030 .60 t ,038 . 54 i .051 
192 G > ,01 it ,042 ».02 
•  m • .059 -.Ol ± .0?2 
Experiment 1-25 
96 R .16 i .041 .08 4 .059 .01 ^  .071 
96 C .17,4 .041 .21 ^  .057 .21 t .069 
144 R » 3S . i ,037 .26 i .056 ,19 ^  .070 
144 G ,01 i ,042 ,04 ± ,059 .02 A .072 
192 R .31 + .038 ,24 4 .056 .15 t .071 
192 0 .03 * ,042 ,04 ^  .059 .05 4 .072 
j/ Standard errors. 
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,32 plots of each size, and. In e2£j)eriinent M-25 among 32 8-
hill plots, 32 le-^hlll pl^ts and 48 24-hlll plots, Stese 
eo3?relations measiire the amoxmt of variance vMch may "be 
eliminated between replieal^ons . 
The obser^rad and theoT'otical standard strops of a 
difference for each plot size are shov«i in table 15,, those 
for B-iiill plots having been arultiplled bj three and those 
fop 16-hill plots by 1»S. in order to make, the different plot 
sizes directly comparable# fhe theoretical standard errors 
were computed from the total variance minus that due to 
grouping or correlation among the plots of a replication® 
If the variability of the means of ''varieties" were jexactly 
that to be expected on the basis of random s ampling, the ob* 
served standard error and that calculated from the net variance 
should be approximately the same. If the variability of the 
means \yere more than expected, then the observed would be less 
than the theoretical,, and if the variability of the means were 
less than ©35)6©ted the observed would be greater than the 
theoretical. 
'Ihe data do not shois quite this exact relationship, A 
slightly lovj'er variability of the "varietal" means seems to 
be necessary for the observed and theoretical errors to be 
the .same# Hevertheless, a variability of the uieans much 
lower than erpected always resiiLted in an observed error' 
larger than the theoretical. Likewise the converse of this 
was true. 
«»54«» 
TABLE 15. Observed and theoretical standard errors of 
a mesffi difference for 8«,. 16-, and 24-hill 
plots replioated to a total of 96, 144 and 





Standard errors of a difference 
8-^11''pj;Q't8 '"'iTe-'hlll plota' i^.4*liill plots" 
0133« ;• Thie'o",'"'s Qhs, i Hieo. ;'' qT33» I 'teb''., 
Experiinent E-23 
96 1,4SS 1»481 1.624 1»679 1,776 1,834 
144 l.lBl 1.181 1.348 1,320 1,467 1,414 
192 ,964 ,967 1.100 1.073 1,155 1,155 
ExperiKient 1-25 
96 1,752 1,725 2,137 2.175 2,062 2,464 
144 1.158 1.144 1,349 1.379 1,547 1.523 
192 •996 ,987 1,162 1,184 1,461 1,395 
Experiment M-25 
96 1,549 1,549 1,749 1.847 8,017 2.063 
144 1,256 1,247 1,500 1.499 1.689 1,694 
192 1,082 1.075 1,284 1.30S 1.471 1.478 
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The agreement betv,reen the observed and theoretical values 
was very close with 8-Mll plots, 2he observed was less than 
the theoretieal for six of the nine cconparisons with 16-hill 
plots but none of the differences was very great. With 24-
hill plots the observed was l«ss than the theoretical in five 
of the nine ccmparisons and jnuch less in experiment 1-25 where 
only foixp plots were -ased. The larger differences id-th both 
16- and 24" hill plots •asually occurred with the fewer repli­
cations. 
The goodness-of-fit of the standard errors obtained mj 
be shovm further by determining the percentage of differences 
between the means which exceed any given multiple of the 
standard error of a difference. For P of ,05, five per cent 
of differences should exceed 1,959964 times the standard error 
of a difference,Cri>, Jf only positive differences are con­
sidered j; than not more than five per cent of differences ex­
ceeding in a positive direction 1,959964 (Id will b® required 
for P of ,025, The percent^ es of significant differences are 
shown in table 16> a significant difference being larger than 
1.959964 (TD. 
The percentage of significant differences was less than 
the ezpected in each comparison v/ith 8-hill plots except in 
eajperiment K-23 with 24 replications but the excess is small. 
This percentage was more than the ©sheeted in six of the nine 
eomparisons with IS-hill plots and in four of the nine com-
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TABLE 16« Percentage of signlfieant differences for 
8-J, 16-, and 24-M.ll plots replicated to 
totals of 96, 144, and 198 hills in 
meats K-23, I«S5 and M-25# 
iJotal I?o,: Per cent of* signifleant differences foi' plot's"^f 
of hills t "8 Mllg i 1"6 hills ; ^4 hills 
Experiment E-23 
96 2,S9 8,78 8,42 
144 4 «44 s.oa ,60 
192 5.43 .72 4,35 
Experiment 1-25 
96 1,68 7,45 24,65 
144 1,41 BM 2,82 
192 1,45 10,51 0,00 
Experiment 1-25 
96 4.79 12.15 6,56 
144 4.23 4.84 4,44 
192 0.G0 10,14 5.43 
Mean of three experiments 
96 2,95 9,46 13.21 
144 3,36 5.44 2,62 
192 2,29 7,12 3,26 
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parisons with 24«hill plots. In escperimmt 1-25 24,65 per 
cent of the differences v/ere significant with four 24-M.ll 
plots. It v/as this test in which the observed, error vms 
much "below the theoretical, the Tariance due to "vaiSety" be­
ing much higher than the expe&ted, The aampling with six 
and vdth eight 24~hill plots v/as better than eapeefced and 
the percentage of significant differences was only 2,82 f«H? 
six plots and none for eight plots, 
A better fit was obtained "Sfith a-hlll than vdth either 
16- or 24-hill pl«5ts,, the latter two sizes giving similm? 
results# A comparison of the standard errors of a dlff^r-
enc© for 8» and 16~hill plots shows all differences in 
favor of the 8-hll|. plots. The same is true in a comparison 
of 16- and 24~hill plots with one exceptionj. - the standard 
errar of four 24-hill plots in ezpei'iment 1-25 was a little 
less than that for six 16-hill plots» This is due to the 
fact that the observed standard error for four 24-hill plots 
was much leas than the theoretical ctoe to the great varia­
bility of "varietal" means. 
The ratio of the standard error of a difference for 
each plot sige to that for each of the other isiaes should 
indic ate the relative effic^jsncy of the different sized plots 
in yield corapariaons. Such ratios are shown in table IT, 
For these calculations the standard errors shorn in table IS 
were used. 
fiiBLE 17^ Hatio 'oeti^een standard ei'Ktrs of a 
diffsreEee for plots of diffex'enfe 
sls© I'spiieated to feotals of 98^ 144, 
and 192 hilM* 
of hills I' S' t& Siis 
: i i 
S'liGW'Wne 
3 .. . 
i 16 to 24 kills 
€ 
- i tl ... • -
Experiaent l£'»SS 
96 91,9S 84»0S 91*47 
144 87.58 80*46 91.85 
im 8V*5S 8.3»:3S 
Exp:ei?lmest; I»13& 
96 B4»m 105.59 
14^ s&,ai 74,8? m*2B 
198 sa:»ll •79 *84 
ly^erlmaafe 1-25. 
96 8a,:5€ 76,S1 86,76 
IM S3«G8 8a«:90 
198 84.27 73*58 8Y.SS 
ISean of ttese ©.xpi ss'iiaeiits 
m 8'?:»0S 81^.90 M*X2 
144 85,62 8f.2S 
192 74^SB Si, 76 
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Reducing the plot size from 24 liilla to 16 and to 8 
hills reduced the standard error in all except one compapl-
son, The rediictlon was greater between 16 and 8 bills than 
betiveen 24 and 16 hills; in siz of the nine eomp^isons» 
Furthermore:J as an average for the three experimentSs the 
standard er-rer was rediiced slightly more lay reducing plot 
size from 16 to 8 hills tlian fr<Kn 24 to 16 hilla and the 
ad-vantage for "fee 8-hill plot viras imintained when the total 
nuHher of hills was increased from 96 to 144 and then to 
192 thoi3gh not quite to the saae extent* The reduction In 
standard error ohtained hy reducing the plot size from 24 
to 8 hills varied froia 15»02 to 31»89 per cmt, The reduc­
tion from 24 to 16 hills reduoed the standard error frcaa 
4,82 to 20»46: per cent except in one eojsparison in which 
there was a slight Inerease, The reduction in error between 
1.6- ^d 8-hill plots varied from 8»;07 to 17#96 per cent, 
YiOaether these r eductions in standBrd error \iould be 
sufficient to pay for the extra expense involved might b0 
(Questioned# Kevertheless the tendency favoring the effieienoy 
of the smallei' plot within the liialts studied is clearly shown. 
It seems reasonable that the standard ^ror would be greater 
for plots larger than 24 Mils bat such a definite eonclusloa 
cannot be dravai from the data preamtedi^ 
The standard errors, computed for diff erent total nuuibsrs 
of hills devoted to each "variety" dlstrlTmted in 8-, 16-, 
and 24-hill plots,, are shown in table 18 as the rati/s in ptef 
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TABLE 18. Relative standard errors of a difference between 
"varieties" v/ith 96, 144, and 192 Mils in plots 
of 8, 16, and 24 hills. 
Larger ' ^laaller :Ratio of larger to" smaller area in pioS W 
lo, of hills tHo^ of hills; 8 Mils '" l6'; 24 hills^ 
Experiment e;»23 
144 96 79.03 82.95 82.60 
192 144 81.62 81.65 78.80 
192 96 64.50 67.73 65.09 
Experiment 1-25 
144 96 66.10 63.20 75»02 
192 144 85.91 86.09 94.44 
192 96 56.79 54.40 70.85 
Experiment 1-25 
144 96 81,12 85.85 83.78 
192 144 86.15 85.54 87.09 
192 96 69.88 73.44 72.97 
Mean of throe experiments 
144 96 74.98 76.21 80.34 
192 144 84.59 84.47 86.92 
192 96 63.42 64.38 69.84 
-so.-
cent of the standard error for 144 hills to that for 96 
hills, 192 to 144j. and 192 to 96 hllls^ I'hey show the rela« 
ti¥e reduction in staadard error between 96 and 144 and be­
tween 144 and 192 hills* klao the total reduction is sho® 
between 96 and 192 hills* 
A greater decrease in o^ror between 96 and 144 hills 
than between 144 and 192 hills would be expected, Sisch ms 
the result in six of the nine oomparisons,; the exceptions 
being with 16- and 24-hlll plots in experiment E-23 and 16^ 
hill plots in experiment As an average for the three 
experiments the reduction was. slightly larger for 8«M11 
than for 16«»hill plots except between 144 and 192 hills and 
larger for 16- than for 24«hill plots* The reduction ms; 
in close agreement with ezp^tatlcsB, which would be 1/ fi/i 
for an infjrease from 96 to 144 hills and l/'(A/d for an in« 
erease from 144 to 192 hills. 
Moving average method* Some investigators have con­
cluded from their data that a limit to reduetion in esi>eri-
aental error by Increasing the number of replications waa 
reached with a relatively small number, The explanation was 
that an inerease in the nunflser of replications and consequently 
the size of the experimental field was likely to be accompanied 
by an increase in the total variability. As long as no method 
was used for eliminating correlated variation and no attempt 
made to obtain the greatest amount of such correlated varia« 
tion in the distributions of varietiea:^ the conclusion was 
wholly warranted, The pairing method or the analysis of 
6^1-
vaplanee, hQwevep^ should show a reduction in standard ©rrsr 
in olose agreement \vith the expected. Such a resrolt has heea 
indicated in the data ppesented here. As the nuaiber of vari©" 
ties eoB^ared is increased, the amount of e(xprelated varia­
tion "becomes less and less* Ifnder atieh conditions the moving 
average method beeomes of special valuer, not only in reducing 
the standard error but in testing the sd®|ua:cy of samplliig, 
•Phe moving average method has been described adequately 
by Richey (10, 11, 12) and its effect coiapared with the methods 
of pairing and analysis of v^ianee# It seems necessary here 
only to study the effect of this method on the staridard errors 
and OB the geodaess of fit of these standard errors ^fith plots 
of different siae» 
fhe moving average has seemed to work satisfactorily iitten 
the correlation between the yield of a plot and the average 
yield of four adjacent plots,, tvjo on either side, was measured» 
The influence of different sized plots on the effectiveness 
of the method should be Indicated by computing the coefficienfe 
of coprelation affloag five adjacent plats, Because of the 
nature of the computations the correlation among four and 
among six adjacent plots for S-, 16-, S4-, and 48«hill plots 
was determined... It is reasonable to assume that the oorrela^ 
tion among five, .adjacent plQts would be intej^ediate,, 
fhes© correlations {table 19) a3?e lower among S»hill 
plots- than among plots of any other size except in experiment 
M«25 where the correlation among 48-hill plots was lowest» 
TABLE 19, Coefficients of eoirelatioii among four and 
among sis adjacent plots of different size 
ia experiments K-23;, 1-25., 1~E5, 
Size of; Coefficients of cori*elatlon among 
plot t" 'f adjacent "plots' ; ' 6 adjacent plot's " 
Experiiuent E-2S , / 
1 x 8  0 , S 4  4  0 . 0 3 7  y  0 . 3 1  +  G . 0 3 8  
1 X 16 .43 i .048 .40 i .050 
1 X 24 .43 i .059 ,38 ^  .062 
1 X 48 .43 ^  ,084 .40 ^  ,086 
Experiment I-SB 
1 x 8  O . T T  i  0 . 0 1 7  © . 7 6  0 , 0 1 7  
1 X 16 ,84 i .018 B83 *018 
1 X 24 ,83 ± .022 ^83 »023 
1 X 48 .80 J: .037 .80 A .038 
Experiment M"25 
lx'8 0.69 $ <5*022 0,68 ^  6.022 
1 X 16 ,72 t .028 ,70 A .030 
1 X 24 ,74 1 ,033 ,72 4 >035 
1 X 48 ,37 $ ,056 .66 * .058 
1/ Standard errors. 
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The correlations are all highly sigiiificant in eompaplson 
with their standard srrdrs« The differenco Mtween plot sizes 
was not significant in any oomparison but as 16» and 24-hill 
plots shovved the higliest Gorrelations In each ©xperimentj 
only those sizes tfers used in studying the moving average# 
Forty-eight "varieties" were replicated six times v/ith 
16~hiil ploits and four times vsith 24*«M11 piofcs in each of 
experiiaehts and 1-25» The correlation hetween the 
yield of eaeh plot and the average of the fo-ur adjacent plots, 
two on either aidSj was computed.. The variance of a. compari­
son vms found from the formijla 
d being the deTiatioa of ©aeh plot yield from the mean of 
the plots of that "irariety", i the nmber of "varietiea." and 
n the nrqaber of replications or plots of each varietur. A 
stismary of the result s obtained is shorn in table SO, where 
the standard error of a comparisdn in pounda and in per cent 
of the mean,, the percentage of differences exeee-disg 1,959964 
Cd and the coefficient of variation aaong the loeans are given. 
The same data for the analysis: of vaa'ianee method are inoltded 
for eo33iparlson.* 
The mo\'-ing average method redijcM the standard error of 
a coapariaoh 8 to 35 per cent; below that obtained by the 
aaaalysis of variance method. The pereentage of aigaifioanfe 
differences is a little less in esperiamt K-23 and a little 
greater in experiment 1-36 by the moving average method than 
2 (6)  
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TABLE 20« Relative effectiveness of the pairing 
and moving average methods applied to 
16- and sl^hill plots replioated to a 
total of 96 hills In ezperiiaents K-23^ 
and 1-25, 
_ pj^bta ; pKe" 
.•Analysis? ; Analysis j ^ 
1 of J Moving: of ; loving 
: varianc&;Av» t variance: Av« 
Experiment K-23 
Standard errorj^^ lbs, 1,085 
" % 4,53 
Per cent of Sig­
nificant Differ­
ence ' 8,78 
Coefficient Variation 
among m,eans 3.75 
Experiment I-S5 
Standard error^j, lbs, 1,4S5 
" " % 6.99 




among meaas S,40 
1.001 1,776 1.631 
4,18 4,95 4,54 
9,75 8,42 8.53 
3.40 3,89 3.65 
,933 2,06S i,§Sl 
4,58 6,75 5,40 
6.03 24,65 23,40 
3.42 7.73 6,06 
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vdfeh the other method. Adjustment reduced the variation 
amcsig the means relatively little in experiment K-23 hut 
considerably in 1-26, In each fcest^ however, the standard 
error obtained was too small to fit the differences be­
tween the means 9 A very poor fit was obtained vdth 24-hill 
plots in experiment 1-25» The conclusion from these data 
wDuld seem to be that the number of replications was too 
few, especially with 24~M11 plots ia e^qpei'lment 1-25. Al­
though the moving average method effected a considerable 
reduction ia the standard error,, it does not seem to be a 
proper substitute for adequate replication» 
Shape of Plot 
Investigators generally have presented data showing long 
narrow plots to be more effective in reducing variation than 
plots more nearly square, Oojsi^etltion between varieties of 
diff erent growth habit resulting in an advantage to one makes 
shape of plot an important item in such tests. Single-row 
plots are exposed on both sides to competition, if two-row 
plots are iised, the effect of competition perhaps is reduced 
by one-half, A plot four hills square is subject to 37 *5 
per cent as much competitive effect as a single row 16 hills 
long, one-fourth of the hills being completely protected from 
competition, 
Goaipetition may also be redujced by plating similar kinds 
adjacQit,: or it may be eliiHlnated by using bordered plots# 
The use or bordered plots, however^ increases the area re-
qiilred for a ^replication ao Jsuch tliat other methods should 
/ 
be considered firsts fliree't-row plots for exmaplej "tidth only 
the central row used for record require three tliaes as much 
land as single row plots or two»ro\? plots of half the length, 
CoBipetiiiOjRt 
Some evideace has been, obtained from the lovia Com Yield 
Teat, ©rxperimsnts X«24 and. Y-^S5, regarding th© importance of 
competition where the precaution v/as talien of planting sini-
lar sorts adjacently. Experiment Y«24 consisted of 58 strains 
groTO in 10 three-row plots 25 Mils long,^ systeaiatically dis­
tributed so that each entry was adjacent to the same two en­
tries In each replication except for those entries at the ends 
of the repllcatiGns„ Experiment T-25 consisted of 54 strains 
growl siBdiariy, SoB^late records \^e3?© made on each row 
separately, The strains were. .sixd,lar in growth habit and 
time of mattirlty« All w«re adapted to and most of them regu­
larly grown in the latitude of central Som. 
The difference betw««n the interior row and each of the 
two border rows was computed. "Student^s" tables as given by 
Love (5) were used to determne the probability that the mean 
difference was significant* The laean differences, in p^-
centages of the yield of the Interior rom ivith the odds that 
swh differences are significant are given in table Bl# 
SABLE 21. - MeaSi 5ifre2»©na# between ^ of the inteyioj? r 
of ttie borSsr sows^ 1. of:^1jl3ree'^^ m' peve 
liie ^ield of t^© iafceridp-roir :aad,feh&^ tli 
is s5.gnifi.caat: .©•xpariffieRfe :and.: Y^gS.. 
•I| awiamnii .I imw^—»—^awiman—wiww^lgt^^tWw*—W^tiniKujIiiiHii iiii. n i •«MWi[irmiiii iMiW liiMlwWi»«t'.«Wi<iii>n mwwwfmw—>»ii.. •)• ii.ir'^inn •i*«i rtumm m 
• i . Rofi ' Wm^~ tf T r o _  
Eati?yMedjs;' Oddsr 'teeaS^:' "®s j ;Bnti'^yi tearii • <533s i' 'l^el^"r'''Ocld¥isBatry: 
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If odds of 30 to 1 are accepted as indicating significance, 
then in experiment Y-24 both bca-der rows of no entry yielded 
significantly more or leas than the interior ro\?. One border 
row yielded significantly more than the interi<!)ir row of three 
entries, 74, 89, and 93» The adjacent bcr der rows of entries 
75 aid 94 yielded slightly less than their respective in­
terior rows Tfltoersas. that of entry 90 yielded slightly more. 
These latter differenGss,, however, were not significant. A 
significantly higher yield,in a border row of one entry, there­
fore, was in no case accompanied by a significant decrease in 
the yield of the border row of the adjacent entry. 
Each border row of entry 802, experiment Y-25, yielded 
significantly more than the interiocr row and each adjacent 
border row yielded less than its interior row, but only one 
of them significantly less:. One border row of each of entries 
806 and 809 yielded significantly less than its respective 
interior row but each v/as adjacent to a border row also yield­
ing more than its interior row. One border row of each of 
entries 810, 818, 822, 828, 834, and 845 yielded significantly 
more than the respective interior row,, accompanied by a lower 
yield for the adjacent borders, though the difference was 
significant only for borders adjacent to 810 and 822, The 
yieM of one border row of 832 and of 836 was significantly 
less liian the interior rowj^ with no apparent effect on the 
yields of adjacent rows. 
-69f» 
These results indicate that ooiapetition was relatively 
min^ortaat in experiumt Y-24, Alfchough the niMber of signifi«* 
cant differences vras mch larger in esperlment Y»25, only one 
entry,. 802,. yielded sigaificantly more in l)oth borders than in 
the interior ro®, aocoK^nied by a decrease ia both adjacent 
borders* Such an entry might have gained ty compdltion under 
a random system of distribution* !l?h© differences between bspder 
and interior rows in gen^^ral, howeverj,; seem to indicate that a 
/' 
different order of planting in each replication slight largely 
eliminate the effects of eompetition and In any case might be 
a desirable precaution. 
Data on the effect of competition due to inequalities 
in stand are presented frsa® six test fields of the Iowa Corn 
Yield 5est, Records on stand. (n«ii)6r of plants) emd yield 
(field weight in pounds) were obtained from each row of fota?« 
row plots in the fields located at Algonaj Ackley, AaeSj, and: 
Indiahola in 1923 and of three-row plots in the fields located 
at Ames in 1924 ani 1925, Coefficients of correlation betiveen 
stand and yields eoiaputed for each border row and each interior 
row separately, are shown in table 22, 
In each field the correlation vras liigher for exterior 
than for interior rows although not more than one is atatistical-! 
ly significant. With such consisteney, however, the results 
indie at® some influence on exterior rows aot acting, on interio!? 
rows« It Is reasonable to assume that unaqual stands produeed 
equal yields In Interior rows but yields more or less propor-
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TABLE 22. Goefficionts of correlation between 
stand and yield for each rov; of 3- and 
4-i'OW plots In the Iowa corn yield 
test for the fields and years stated.. 
; No»: of; Goeificienfcs of corirelatlon 
B'ield ; pairs ; Row 1 ; How 2 : Row 3 : Eow 4 
1923 
Algona 21 0,51 0,36 0,37 0.54 
Ackley 27 ,39 .25 .49 
Ames 21 ,W .58 .67 
Indianola 30 M « J,o 
1924 
jfimes ' m 
•M >44 
1925 
Ames 54 • 12 •10^ .10 
Iota: F equal »05 or less, for coefficients underlined, 
[l''islaer (2j Sable V (A) p. 174]] 
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tional to stand in the exterior or tlmt a greater than 
average stand jtrodu&ed a less than average yield in the interior 
rows Imt a greater than average yield in the exterior rows# It 
does not seem probable that a less than average stand wotild pro-
diic© a greater than average yield ia the interior rows but a 
less than average yield in exterior roiss. !I?his is entirely pos­
sible, hov/ever, if a high stand not only gains by reason of being 
adjacent to a low stand bat also exerts a depressing effect on 
the low stand. Any of these conditions would cause a higher 
correlation in the exterior than in the Interior rows. The con­
clusion is that stand was an important factor influencing com­
petition in these experiments, !I3ie use of border rows, however, 
is not the most desirable or only way of controlling the in­
fluence of stand. Some objections may be offered to the practice 
of planting thick and thinning tq s: unifom stand but this would 
seem to be the most desirable practice in order to get a fair 
yield comparison. 
Variability of plots of different ahape 
Hhe coefficients of variation among 48<*, 24«*, and 16-
hill plots in different shapes from a single row to square or 
nearly square plots are shorn in table 23 for eagperiments E-23, 
1-25 and 1-^25» 
In experiment iC-23 the variability of 48-hill plots in­
creased consistently as the plots were made more nearly square, 
the shapes studied being 1 x 48, 2 x 24, 4 x 12, and 6 x8, 
The 24-hill plots were almost equally variable for 1 x 24, 2 x 12, 
—'72'" 
TABLE 25, Coefficients of variation among the 
yields of plots of different shape 
in e::^eriffients K«25, 1-^^25, and M-25, 
Shape:Ho, : Goefficimts of variation in ezperirient 
of ;of ; 
Plot iPlots: K-2S ? 1-25 ; M-^2S ft * Itean 
1x48 96 5,2 + 0.57 10.8 t 0*'?^ 9,2^0 ,66 ^  8.5 
2s24 96 6,4 i ,46 1S,0 i ,95 11 10,6 
4m 96 6.8+ ,49 14,6+1,08 13.8*1 *01 12,3 
6x8 96 7.1 ':*• ,51 14,9 ± 1,10 14.5il .05 12,6 
1x24, 192 7.7:4 0.39 13.6 J »7l IS.Oji: «6g 11,4 
2x12 192 7.1 * .S9 1S,.0 t .78 14.4;;^ ,75 12,8 
4x6 192 .40 15.6+ ,82 15.35 ,ao 13,4 
1x16 288 8,9 i 0.37 15.1 * ..64 13,7;! ,58 12,8 
2x8 288 8.8.-S ,37 15.6 4 15,4.^ ,66 13,6 
4x4 144 8.6 i ,51 16-,2 t .^8 15.7^ ,95 13,9 
]/ Standard errors. 
and 4 z 6 Mils, The variability of IS-hill plots docreased 
slightly for 3x8 and fm'ther for 4 x 4 as compared with 
1 K 16 hills* In eoch of th© e^gjeriineata,; 1-25 and 1-25, 
the variability increased eonslstently as the plots were made 
more nearly sqtuare, the greatest increase being in the ehaage 
from a single row to two rows half ae long, "She xisually 
greater variability of mo'e nearly aqmfe plots as oomparetd 
to the extreme rectangular shape is due to the higher esrrela­
tion among the hills constituting a plot* fhe maxiRiam dis­
tance betwem any two hills, of a sqtiare plot is much less than 
that in a single row plot of the same siae* The plot with 
the smallest dimension in any direction would l^e likely to 
include the least variation in soil# 
The coeffieients of G93?relatlon among the kills con­
stituting each aiae and ^hape atudied are shorn in table 24 
for each experiment, the plots in both directions being con­
sidered togeth^.. These eorreiations checlc very closely with 
the coefficients of irarlatiGn shown in table 23* The corre­
lations in experiffieaata I«26 and M-SS were imich higher than 
in lilsewise, the variation among plots. The differenes 
between shapes in correlation v/as legs the smaller the plot. 
Thus in eajjeriment K-2S the correlation among the hills of 
48-hlli plots increased regularly as the aiiape became more 
and more nfearly square but aaiong the hills of 24- and 16-
hlll plots was almost the same reg^dless of shape* Similarly 
in experiments 1^25 and 1-25 the correlation iaereased regula3?ly 
••74" 
TABLE 24, Goefficienta of correlation among the 
hills of plots of different size and 
shape in experiments E-23, 1-25, and 
iM-25,. 
i  
Siiape ; ojr ; Coef« 6x oorrelatsion In experiment 
of plot ; plots. ; fc-'2S ' ' ' t • l"*-2^ l'»2S' 





0.20 + 0.014 «** 
2 X 24 w n .09 + .015 . 35 + .013 .26 .014 
4 X 12 It tj .10 + .015 .41 i .012 .34 .013 
6 X 8 II n .11 1 .015 . 42 4 .012 .36 t .015 
1 X 24 hills 192 0.10 i .015 0156 ± .013 0.26 ± .014 
2 X 12 « 1! .10 i .015 ,'42 ± .012 .35 i .013 
4 X 6 n IS • 10 + .015 »46 j; .012 .38 .013 






0.12 i .015 0.41 t ,012 0.31 ± .013 
2 X 8 II I! .11 i .015 .43 t. .012 .37 ± .013 
4 X 4 II 144 .11 + .0^5 .45 i .012 .39 i .013 
^ Standard errors 
with a change from the single to raop© near'ly square plots 
but the increase \ms leas with the sniallsj? plota, 
RepliGation and, shape of plot 
CoB^arisona were made between single-row plots and 
plots of the same sisse 2 x 12, 2 x and 4x4 hills wh.sn 
replicated to a total of 96 god 192 hills for each "variety", 
The coefficients of •variation afflong the yields of 96 and 192 
hills in ratidGmly (Ustrihuted 16- and 24~hill plots of dif­
ferent shape are shorn in table 25 except that (4 x 4)-hill 
plots were eoa^red only when repHoated to a total of 198 
hills, 
Mien a total of only 96 hills was used, the single row 
plots j 1 X 16 and 1 x 24, gave less variable results than 
2 X 8 or 2 X ISfhill plots ¥dth one exception, The ooefficienfe 
of variation for 1 x 16-»hill plots in experiment E~23 ms 3,75 
compared with 2,72 for plots 2 x 8 hills. The variaTDility 
with 2 X S-hill plots •Bras much less than the theoretical, indi­
cating an especially faverable arrangement. 
When replieatioia was iimde to a total of 192 hills,, the 
observed variation was less in each comparison than that 
theoretically esspected, Tlie sajaie tiling was true for only six 
of the 12 eofflpari.sons with a total of 96 hills« 2?he reason 
perhaps is in the correlation among the plots of a replication, 
YsJith a greater total nuaiber of hills devoted to each "variety" 
the nuiaber of "varieties" was less and the correlation among 
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TABLE E5« Observed said theoretical coefficients 
of variation among the yields of 96 
and 192 hills iji randoudy distrib-ufced 
plots of different size and sbape, 
~ "'';'Ooeffi&^^^ •variation among yields ' of 
Shape I ' 96 "Mils ' ; t ° ' ' ' Igfe Mlis 
of plots I Qba, I #160, "t t Obsy ; Tlaeo , ' 
Ej^jyeriment K-23 
1 X 16 hills 3,75 1,44 2,57 
2 x 8  "  2.72 3,58 2,34 2.53 
4 x 4  "  (1,71 2.49 
(2,32 
1 X 24 " 3.89 5,84 2,22 2,71 
2 X IS. " 4.15 3.84 2,76 2,71 
Experiment I-»25 
1 X 16 " 5.4D 6»15 3.15 4.36 
2 X 8 " 6.25 6.58 2.84 4.51 
4 x 4 "  (2.58 4,62 
/3,49 
1 X 24 " 7.73 6.82 1,79 4,82 
2 X IS " 8,30 7.49 5.28 5.29 
Experiment 1-25 
1 X 16 hills 5.70 5.60 3.74 3.96 
2x 8 " 5.% 6.28 3.93 4,44 
4 x 4 "  (3.64 4.54 
(4.11 
1 X 24 " 5.53 5,99 3.78 4.23 
2 X 12 " 6.06 7.22 5.15 5,10 
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plots tlms was greater as shov/n ia table 86 where the eo-
efficients of correlation among the plots of a peplicatiou 
are given foe toth row and colujm grouping. 
The theoretical variation v/aa obtained by (Evlding the 
variation among th© plots of any siae by the sqiiare root of 
the ntunber of such plots in each "variety", !?he result then 
was based on the assumptioh that oorrelated variation did 
not exist.. But suoh variation did ejdat and the mean "varietal" 
variation would be expected to reflect this correlation. An 
especially f avorable distribution of the varieties" also 
•would result in an observed variation less than the expected 
even though the correlation was low. 
In general the correlation among the extremely rectangu­
lar plots was slightly higher than among plots more nearly 
s^uarei, Kie differences iiyere soaewhat greater when only 24 
"varieties" were eompared than when 48 "varieties" were 1d.~ 
eluded. The reasm perhaps is that with 48 ''varieties" the 
correlation is rather low whether single row or two-row plots 
are used. With 24 "varieties" the e^frelaiion is consider­
ably higher for single rows but tvjG»row plots still extend 
over the same distance across plots, as 48 "varieties'' in 
single, row plotSi This constltubss an important advantage 
for single row plots• 
The random distribution of "variebiea" to plots of 2 x 8-
and 2 X 12 hills was followed just as described for singl©-
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TABLE 26» Coefficients of correlation smong 
the plots constituting a replica­
tion rith both row and column 
grouping of plots of different size 
«, and siiape in experiments K-BS. 1-25, 
and 
Ho, of; Shape ; Grouping :'Gbe'f'* of "corroiation in" expirimOT^^ 
hills ;of plot; • K-23 i I»8.5 t ,.M-g5 
96 1 X 16 Row 0.12 ± 0.30 i 0,054 0..»08 t .059 
..05 i .059 .02 ± *059 .21 -f »057 
.05 ± »059 .02 ± .059 >16 |.058 
as + .058 .28 t -06 t -©59 
.09 ± .072 .26 i .067 .01 t 
.01 i «072 .03 ± .072 .21 # »069 
•01 + .072 .02 + .072 ,14 |,071 
.09 t .072 .21 + .069 ,0G i .072 
192 1 X 16 Row 0*28 ± .055 0.60 t .038 0.24 4 .056 
" " ColiffiTn .OS + .059 -.02 * .059 ,04 + .059 
ti '• -
n 
w _ _ 
» " -H- - Goi™ as i .081 .50 i .063 .24 + .079 
  If Colmm 
2 X 8 Row 11 Column 
1 s 24 Row 
11 Ooluinn 
2 X 12 ROTSf 
n Column 
« 
2 x 8  Row 
1! QoltffiJn 
4 X 4 Row ft ol ran
1 X 24 Row 
11 
2 X 12 Row 
H Golitmn 
*05 "h, .05^ .Oi ,.059 .18 ^  *05/ 
Io9 I JQh !o7 I .085 .14 1 .082 
_ - . .23 -h ^069 .54 ± .051 .15 + •071 
" " :G?>iT3m .05 i ,072 -.01 t -07B ,05 g .072 
.10 i .072 *31 + .066 .15 ± .071 
05 ± .072 .01 + .072 .20 + .070 
row plots of different size^ !Phe isquare plots 4x4 hills 
were arranged strictly in the Latin sqpsr© f ona so that 12 
"varieties" were compared iidth 1? replications of each# 
The variance was analyaed into its coj^nent parts as shoim 
in table 27 for (2 x 8)-tjill piotS\j table 28 for (2 x 12)* 
hill plots atid table 29 tea? (4 x 4)*hill plots, The observed 
and theoretical standard errors of a difference for (1 x 18)-^ 
(2 z 8)-, (1 X 24)~> and ^2 x 12)*hlll plots vAien replicated 
to a total of 96 and 192 hills and for {4 x 4)-hill plots 
\yhen replicated to a total of 192 hills are siiom in table 
SO. They are computed to the basis of a •uniforjo area of 24 
hilla. , 
The data generally show a hi^er degree of precision 
for the single row than for the two row plots^ but the square 
plots, 4x4 bills, were slightly more reliable than plots 
1 X 16 bJ-lls, The less variable plot yields of experiment 
K«23 virere sampled in tivo-row plots vdth precision laore neaply 
equal to that of single^row plots than in experiments I«25 
and 1-25, The goodness of fit Of the standard errors ob­
served are shovm in table 31 vsfhere the percentage of sig­
nificant differences is given for each plot size and shape in­
cluded in table 30, 
This goodness-of-fit test cheeks closely with the coia-
parison of observed and theoretical staiadard errors. With 
few exceptions, wherever the observed is less than the the©-
retical standarS error.,, the percentage of significant differ­
ences is more than five. 
**80*" 
fABLE S7» * Analysis of variance into its compomnt parts foi» 









J , J ! ^ * 
jSuia of sguareajVariances ?£ 
; ^ " t • t s • 
Sotal 287 1265^0872 
122«0844. 
4.408G 
Iteiety" n m 
l:5pt».+ >ows & ooltanris « 240 ll4SiOG28 4.762S 
Rows' 5 . 84.6^72 
fepfc t 4- rows ^ M 255 1O58;3056 4.5G54 
Goltiiims n 5 185t^&4 ; 
Espt.. , • M 230 872.7^02 5.7946 *6524 
Total , 19g 267 1265*0872 4.4080 
"varietj" 11 SS 89;9771 
Mpt»+TOWS & eoitmis !J 264 • 1175illQi 4.4512 
Rows t) ii S12iB476 
Bi^t,. + coltaans M 253 962,2625 3.8054 
GOltms n 11 115,5346 
EiJtpi/f « 242 846,7280 3*4989 .3916 

at parts for (2 s 8)-3iill plots ia Bzpts, 1-25 aM 1-25* 
i 
.2 1 
me: Jr 5iSiiis of squares^Vari:|ni3e:i, M tSTam of squaressVariancss 
©0 2919*4143 10,1722 2345.1728 84713 
464;63S7 352;2915 
26 2454^7756 10*2282 1992.8813 8.3037 
11113922 415,8074 
134 2343^3834 9»9718 i577i0739 6*7110 
S67#3715 l8S»83gl 
46 ^6324 1476*011© 6t4X74, l!»0696 1391^2418 6.G4S9 
)8G 2919^4143 10.172S 23454728 84715 
96«7S8i 152w9768 
>12 2822;6762 10>692G 2192.1960 8^3038 
9SSi5489 484;?105 
)34 1869ii273 7.3879 17G7i4855 6»7490 
l4li3G6S 508i4022 





fABIE 28» « Analysis of varisulce into its component parts for ( 
T ^ 3 '' • "  i ' .  ,r 
:Io,' bf iDegrGesi""'^' 
fariatioji due to :hills ; of :Sm of squares sVarience: i® sSiam 
. , { :fi'e0doa: .,5 2 • • 
fofcal 96 191 1455,26S1 7.6187 40 
"Y.ari&ty" ' " 47 425;8098 " 12 
Expt^ + res';® & c.olti^s " 144 i029»SS53 7,1485 27 
Rows " >>3, 48.QS79 ' 1 
Expt. + rows " 141 981.S274 6,9593 26 
Colttiims 'V ^ 161.5965 ' 9 
ExpU " 158 819,'?^09 5,9401 1^4850 16 
fotal 192 191 1455*1651 7,6187 40 
"Vayiefcy" 23 189,0165 5 
E^^tt-i- TOWS & coltffims " 168 1866*1486 ^ 7»536e 55 
Rows " 7 193;0898 13 
Expt, -i- eolarans " 161* 1072i7SB8 6.6631 21 
Golunms " 7 128*G5S5 2 
Ex^t. " .154 944.7266 64346 ,7668 19 

[ponent pai»t8 toT (2 z 12}-hill plots•. in Bxpts. E-23, and M*25 
gr~~~r"" bxpt.m-'grt"—".v. ^ xpfti:^ — 
5, r s ;" 't; 
iaiise; W sStsm of squaresjlfapiancS} sSum of squares j¥arlanees 
2 s ; S .. ^ ^ , , j . 4 S 8 
6187 4019>S707 21*0433 3096.4733 16*2067 
1S54;9842 546*2250 
148S 37a4ig865 19,5353 2549;g4a3 17.7031 
163i-0SS8 479.6991 
9593 SS21i!5527 
AOl rityrfH •%&9is 2069»5492 ry*K * rii7c:»2 14.6777 
9401 1.4850 
f t f i 
1699.5750 12»3158 3»0790 
/vi#" f 00 
1995.5739 14.4607 




5366 3519;i260 2700,6841 16^0755 
1S55;9155 519,8210 
6631 2i6s;sio& : I5;43S1 2180^8631 13.5457 
207;8233 ' 715*0927 
1346 »7668 1955i387S 12,6973 1,5872 tmJm 9^5180 
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TABLE Si, Percentage of significmt differences 
(1»959964^) "between tlae mean yields 
of 48 and 24 "varieties" distributed 
in plots of different shape. 
TotallS[o«jShape "of s Percentage of significant differences 
of Mils splot, hills i" ~t ~" t-'2'5 j 1-2'5 
96 1 X 16 8.78 7.45 12.15 
n 2. X 8 »98 12.06 7.80 
H 1 s 84 8.42 24.65 6.56 
e X 12 11.17 19.95 1.51 
192 1 X 16 ,72 10.51 10.14 
H 2 x 8  7.25 .36 7.25 
IJ 
• 4 X 'i G.OG 6.06 5,06 
tl 4 X 4 ' 10.61 16.67 13.64 
rt 1 X 24 4.35 0.00 5.43 
»? 2 X 18 9.42 13.77 14.49 
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"Phe agreement between the observed and theoretical values 
is as good for tvro-.row plots as for single-rows but the values 
are higher for the two-row plots, 
Two distributions are shovai for the (4 ,x 4)-hill plots 
arranged in the Latin square. The standard errors are only 
slightly lower for the second arrangement yet the percentage 
of significant differences was 10*61, 16,67 and 15,64 re­
spectively for the three es^ariaents as compared with 0,00, 
6,06,; and 6,06 for the first arrangement, The only change was 
in the variance due to "variety",, the total variance and that 
due to grouping remaining the same® The variance reinsiittiiig 
after that due to variety" was ellialnated:, however., was in 
neither experijaent lower than the total variance* The number 
of differmces is small, 66, which my accoimt for some of 
the variation in results. The standard errors were slightly 
smaller for (4 x 4)-hill plots than for (2 x 8)-hill and only 
slightly larger than for (1 x 16)-hill plots. 
Thes e dat a indicate that the ezperisiental error Is likely 
to be higher with two-row plots than with single row plots 
of the same size. The dlffermee in error, however, and in 
itS: goo<iaess-of-fit my be small enough to be ignored, es­
pecially when a total of 192 hills is devoted to each variety". 




The data preamfeed were obtaiaed imdei' certaia specific 
conditions. Can; the results of such data be applied generallj? 
The observed results were compared with what niDuld be esspeoted 
on the basis of theory, tasing genersLlly accepted statistical 
inethodSt Close agrsesnent betv/em observation and theory shouM 
lend conftdence to the more general applicability of the re» 
suits# The data in the tiffee eicperiEieats incltided were ob­
tained in two different years and m different areas. Although 
the variaMlity of plot yields differed markedly in the three 
experiments, the results from coc^jaring hypothetical varieties 
were similar In the agreement of observation with theoretical 
expectancyj especially with replication to a total of 144 or 
19S hills i The greatest amount of correlated variation was 
eliminated in the experiiaent with the greatest variability 
among plots. 
The three es^erlmenta differed more in variability of plot 
yields than in the variability of hill, yields. The correla­
tion among the hills constituting a plot was highest in the 
experiment with the highest plot variability and lowest ia that 
with the lowest plot variability. In ejg^eriment K-SS it was 
shown that the variability of the mean yields of various num­
bers of hills was reduced in close agreement with theoretical 
ezpectatiey as the number of hills was increased, A similar 
reduction in experiments 1-25 and M-2S would be ©acpested. 
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The siiaplest approach to the ppohleas seemed to be that 
in which it was ass-maed that a given area of land was planted 
to one variety of com and the question was how many hills 
were necessary and how they should be distributed in order 
to determine a yidd mftiich would not differ from any other 
similarly deterrsined yield by more than any specified amount, 
it was shown that in general the relative efficiency 
"increased as the plot size wag made smaller and that this, 
relationship was maintained as the number of hills devoted 
to each "vEiriety" was increased from 96 to 144 and then to 
192, It is assumed that the decrease in efficiency with in­
creasing siae of plot would continue f ca? plots of more than 
24 hills, 
The most desirable siae ard shape of plot isould be In* 
fluenced hy the type of experiment and by the soil hetero­
geneity of the experimental field. The carrelation among 
the hills of long narrow plots, was showa to be less than 
among the hills of plots more nearly square, especially th© 
larger plots. Thus two 8-hill rows side by side are likely 
to be much more similar than two such rows end to end. On 
the other hand error due to competition would be reduced by 
one-half vdth two rows compar ed with a single row containing 
the same number of hills. Square plots would reduce such 
error father, a certain portion of the hills thus being com­
pletely removed from competition® 
»88*» 
It seems clear that the single row plot should be the 
most efficient where competition Is not a factor# It is 
probable^, however,,, that competition is a factor to a greater 
or less degree in most yield oon^jarisons with com* "Where 
kinds grown in adjacent plots are v&rj similar, perhaps a 
random distribution with different kinds adjacent in each 
replication laight overcome the effects of competition very 
largely* The next step would be the use of two-row plots 
as short as practicable, or square plots. The data indi­
cated that (4 X 4|«hill plots might be e2!j)eeted to give 
about the same standard error as (1 x 16j-hill plots, and 
(2 X 8)-Mll plots were nearly as satisfactory. 
The data have indicated a definite, though not large, 
increasie in experimental error as the sis© of plot vms in« 
creased and the number of plots decreased, correspondingly. 
The eight-hill plot is rather small f or practical use but 
where a large number of varieties are to be eoiig)ared tdth a 
relatively aiiall area devoted to each, this small sized plot 
with a greater number of replicatlDns wovild be eaq)seted to 
measurer dif ferences with greater precision. 
It cannot be stated definitely that any specific num­
ber of replications is necessary. It depends to some extent 
on the size of differenc'es which it is desired to B©asure. 
The siae of plot and the number of them should be such as to 
sample the experimental area, giving reasoaable agreement with 
theoretical expectancy. 
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Theoretically the reduction in the variance of a com­
parison Tfidll be small after 10 or 12 replications. The labor 
involved in replicating beyond, this point perhaps TOuld hard­
ly be repaid except in those oases where it is desired to 
measure very small differences* In aijch cases the nisiaber of 
things compared is likely to be relatively small vd.th a con-
seqijent increase in the efficiency of a given ntimber of 
replications. 
The data presented indicated that the smallest differ­
ences meas'urable vdth any degree of certainty were somewhat 
more than five per cent^ six per cent, and seven per cent in 
the thcee experiments respectively, \irith 24 replications of 
8-hill plots. In terms of probable error of a mean for each 
experiment, the largest errcs* was less than S,5 per cent* 
Vklth replication to a total of 192 hills, probable errors 
ranged between 1,3 and 2,5 per cent. Pew experiments of this 
sort have been reported with probable errors less tJian tiw) 
per cent. 
The results offer reasonable justification for recom­
mending 16-hill plots for ordinary yield coiaparisona« Stieh 
plots may consist of single rov/s, two rows or f o-ur rows vdth 
vsry siisilar res-ultsj,. thiis offering a means of reducing the 
effects of a certain amount of competition without the me 
of border rov/s. Twelve such plots would be eapected to 
measure with a reasonable degree of certainty differences of 
-.9G. 
six to nine per cent; of the mean« The total area would be 
about one-twentieth ae3?e which is not an imreaaonably large 
amoimt of space, 
Pra'thermore.,, if only six 16«hill plots were available, 
differences of 9 to 14 per cent perhaps could be measured* 
This would be satisfactory in preliminffry tests v^here rela­
tively large differences my be expected. Also fewer 
replications should be required for a given degree of pre­
cision as the variability wittiin the strains or varieties 
compared is reduced. 
The number of replications in any test should be kept; 
to the miniffiiim required f or a reasonable degree of certainty 
and the entire test repeated under other eonditions^ as in 




1* Data are presented showing the variability among 
the yields of 2304 three-plant hills of each of three coai-
monly-groTO strains of yellow dent corn. It was 3hoT,m from 
the data on one strain by random di'awa.ng of the yields of 
perfect-stand hills that the variability of the means x:£ 
different niBRbers of hills decreased in close agreement with 
theoretical e3q)ectancy as the nitmber increased to a total cf 
19S hills* The reduction ?;as rather small after 48 hills so 
that this ntcmber nrny be considered about siiffioient to repre­
sent the variety, 
2i Data from a yield test of open-pollinated varieties 
and crosses of inbred lines indicated that equal degrees of 
precision would be attained with only a little more than 
one-half as many plants or hills of crosses as of open«polli-
nated varieties« 
3. The variability of plot yields decreased as the sia© 
of plot increased from 8 to 16, 24 and 48 hills but the de­
crease was not proportional to the size of plot, Hhe theo­
retical expectancy, therefore, v;as that the experimental 
error for a given area would be lower as the size of plot was 
decreased and the number of plots correspondingly increased. 
4i Continued reduction in variability among the "varie­
tal" means was shomi as the nranber of hills devoted to a 
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variety increased from 96 to 144 and to 19S« The reduation 
in variability was in close agreemait with theoretical ex­
pectancy vjhen the effect of correlated variatlcn was con­
sidered, 
5. Ths results agree with those of other investigations 
in showing that single-row plots have a lower e::5)erim0ntal 
error than plots of the same size but Etore nearly square, 
but shape was leas important as the size of plot "vms made 
smaller, 
6, The ftillest advantage cannot he talcen of correlated 
variance mless the majiber of items compared, and therefore 
the area covered by a replication,; is liaiited or the mo'glng 
average method ia used^. For two e3?5Qriments maxliiRjm cor­
relations were obtained with 52 single^row plots constituting 
a replication whereas in &e t.Mrd experiment about equal 
correlations were obtained for 24, 32 and 48 single-rov/ plots 
in a replication® 
7» Differenc es of about six to nine per cent were de­
termined i,vith twelve 16-hill plots* Such plots are recom­
mended as approaching the smllest practicable 313% as be­
ing about equally efficient either as gingle-row or tv/o-row 
plots ov four hills square and more efficient than the. same 
area in larger plots» 
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